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So, you have your Kindle and are ready to start reading. Great! But did you know that you can
play music on the Kindle while you are reading that new bestselling novel? How about sharing
your thoughts about the book with friends via Facebook and Twitter? More than just an e-reader,
Ebook Library's popular device lets you do those things and much more. You can create a
custom calendar to help plan your day or remember your mom's birthday, calculate the tip at
your favorite restaurant, and waste a little time and have fun playing games or surfing the web.
Check out Kindle: The Mini Missing Manual to learn how to get the most out of your device.

About the AuthorGeorgeanne Brennan is an acclaimed food writer who also runs a vacation
cooking school in a medieval village in Haute Provence, France. Her many cookbooks include
the award-winning Food and Flavors of Haute Provence and Aperitif, as well as Savoring France
in the Williams-Sonoma Savoring series. Georgeanne writes features for the San Francisco
Chronicle's food section and is a regular contributor to Fine Cooking and Bon Appétit. She lives
with her husband on their small farm in Northern California. They have four children.
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Kindle: The Mini Missing ManualAaron MillerBeijing • Cambridge • Farnham • Köln • Sebastopol
• TokyoSpecial Upgrade OfferIf you purchased this ebook directly from , you have the following
benefits:DRM-free ebooks — use your ebooks across devices without restrictions or
limitationsMultiple formats — use on your laptop, tablet, or phoneLifetime access, with free
updatesDropbox syncing — your files, anywhereIf you purchased this ebook from another
retailer, you can upgrade your ebook to take advantage of all these benefits for just $4.99. Click
here to access your ebook upgrade.Please note that upgrade offers are not available from
sample content.IntroductionKindle-in-hand, you’ve probably already been doing some reading.
In fact, you may be reading this book on your Kindle. You might have even been through the
official Kindle User’s Guide, available as a free download from Ebook Library through the built-in
Kindle bookstore. In spite of all of this, you have a nagging feeling that your Kindle is capable of
so much more.Kindle: the Mini Missing Manual is written to be the manual that should have
come in the box. Whether you are a secret Luddite or an unrepentant technophile, you’ll not only
find information on the basics of using your Kindle, but you’ll also learn all kinds of cool things
like how to play games, share your favorite books and notes with your friends via Facebook and
Twitter, and check your email with the services that work best on your Kindle.This book assumes
you have any version of the Kindle, except for the first-generation model. The book’s instructions
even work for the newest third-generation Kindle. You should also be running the most recent (at
this writing) version of the Kindle firmware, version 2.5.With all that said, feel free to skip the
parts you already know and dig in to the parts you don’t. Enjoying your Kindle is the most
important thing, and hopefully this book will help you do that.Chapter 1. Meet the KindleWhether
you’re an avid or a casual reader, odds are you’ll be spending a lot of time with your Kindle in
hand. The device itself does a pretty good job of getting out of the way while you read
(something that Ebook Library makes a big deal of in its marketing). That being the case, let’s
take a quick tour of the Kindle device before it fades to the background of that latest thriller.The
ScreenThe ScreenAll versions of the Kindle use a screen technology called E Ink. It’s quite
unlike the screens on any computer you’ve used before, because an E Ink display looks just like
a printed page. That brings with it many of the big advantages of print, namely:E Ink is easy to
read in broad daylight, unlike the screen on your laptop.It’s also readable from any viewing angle
(except when facing directly away from you, of course!). Tilt your screen around and you’ll see it
looks the same, not faded or, in the case of old LCD screens, like a film negative.No electricity is
necessary to keep the letters from disappearing.If you stop to think about it, this last point is a
big deal. Pretty much every electronic device you’ve ever used needs power to keep the screen
going. (This is even true of old LCD wristwatches. Remember when those were cutting-edge?) E
Ink displays, like the one in your Kindle, only need power to change the screen but not to keep it
going. This is why your Kindle gets incredible battery life. It’s also why it switches into one of
those screensaver images and just stays there while it’s asleep. The screensaver image doesn’t



take a single extra electron of power once it’s put in place.Another compelling advantage of E
Ink is reduced eye strain. iPads, laptops, and anything else that uses modern LCD displays all
require backlighting. That means that there are lights built into the screens and these lights shine
out through the liquid crystals that make them visible. While this makes for bright, colorful
displays, it’s also roughly equivalent to someone shining a flashlight in your face. (Though new
OLED displays don’t use backlights, the flashlight-in-your-face problem is the same.) If you’ve
ever sat in front of your computer for too long, this is one of the reasons it makes your eyes
tired.But E Ink isn’t dancing on the graves of LCD screens yet, for some glaringly obvious
drawbacks:It only shows shades of gray, which feels a bit 19th-century.BYOL: Bring your own
light. No backlighting means you’ll need to have your own light source, like a lamp, a book light,
or, that old standby, the sun.The screen takes more than a nanosecond to refresh, enough time
that page turns feel pretty slow for this nanosecond world of ours. (Plus, the ink capsules get
reset between page turns, making your page look like it briefly dropped into “opposite world.”)
Let’s just say you won’t want to watch a movie on this thing.Power Users’ Clinic: How E Ink
WorksE Ink is even niftier when you know how it works. Basically, an E Ink display is made up of
millions of itty-bitty capsules, each the thickness of a human hair. The capsules have even
smaller white and black particles inside. The white particles and black particles get negative or
positive electric charges that force them to repel or attract each other, producing capsules that
look white, black, or shades of gray. (Color E Ink displays are in the works.)These capsules get
printed onto a piece of plastic backed by a circuit board filled with tiny circuits, each circuit
representing each pixel of the display. The circuits control the electric charge of white and black
particles in the capsules.Because E Ink can be printed onto other surfaces, theoretically just
about anything could be an E Ink display. Right now, flat surfaces work best because the
underlying circuits tend to be on flat circuit boards. But the smart people behind all of this stuff
have already designed bendable circuits, so the day isn’t far off when you can roll up your E Ink
paper and stick it in your bag.Because the holy grail of display technology isn’t here yet, you just
have to accept the tradeoffs. The improved battery life and the easy readability of the E Ink
display outweigh the drawbacks for quite a lot of people.Buttons GaloreThe Kindle has an awful
lot of buttons for something that is meant to replace books (which are decidedly button-free). But
when there aren’t any pages to turn or margins to write in, buttons make up for it all. At this point,
a button rundown is in order.Next PageDoes what it says and takes you to the next page of your
books, periodicals, documents, and book list.Prev PageLike Next Page but going backwards
instead of forwards.HomeTakes you to your book list, no matter where you are or what you’re
doing.MenuShows you a list of options, which vary depending on what you’re doing with your
Kindle at the time. This button will be incredibly useful and will pop up a lot in the pages that
follow.BackThis button takes you back to where you were before, but don’t confuse it with the
Prev Page button. Instead of going back in the pages of a document, it goes back to the previous
activity. For example, you might 1) view your book list, 2) select a book and read a few pages
that bore you, and then 3) go to the built-in Kindle bookstore to browse for a new book. Pressing



the Back button will take you from the Kindle bookstore back to the boring book you were
reading. Press it again and you’ll go back to your book list.TipJumping around in a book with
anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page buttons counts as an activity that the Back
button will take you to. This makes the Back button really useful if you go to a footnote or to the
Table of Contents in your book and then want to return to the page you just left.The Joystick (or
5-Way Controller)This button is basically five buttons in one. (Ebook Library calls this the “5-way
controller”, which is a mouthful. Although the button takes different shapes on different Kindles,
this book calls it the “joystick”.) Push it up, down, left, or right and it will move either the cursor (if
you’re reading a book) or the current selection (if you’re in your book list) in the direction you
push. Press the joystick just like any other button and you’ll either start or end a text selection (if
you’re reading a book), or select the highlighted item (if you’re in your book list).Alphanumeric
KeysThe letters, numbers, punctuation keys, and space bar are just like the ones on your
computer keyboard with the exception that someone blasted them with a really powerful shrink
ray.DelDeletes anything you’re typing, one character at a time. This works just like a Return or
Enter key on a typical keyboard.AltHold this button down while pressing other buttons for
shortcuts to certain actions. For example, Alt-B will create a bookmark on the page you’re
reading.↑This works much like the Shift key on a typical keyboard. Hold it down to type letters in
caps. Click it once and only the next letter you type will be capitalized.SymTo type colons,
semicolons, or any other text symbols like @, press this key and use the joystick to choose the
symbol you need.AaThis is the key for controlling font sizes, words per line, text-to-speech, and
the screen rotation (all covered in Chapter 4).The BatteryMake the most of your Kindle’s battery
by remembering the following:The battery is not removable. This means that you can’t just buy a
second battery and easily swap it out with one that has run out of juice. Lucky for you, the battery
lasts a really long time.The battery lasts a really long time. Using one simple setting (discussed
in the next section), you can get your Kindle battery to last for weeks, not mere hours or days.
Not many high-end devices can brag about battery life that lasts longer than the World
Series.You can charge your battery with a standard outlet or via USB. If outlets are scarce, but a
computer (presumably a laptop) with USB is handy, you can connect your Kindle to most
computers for charging. This works whether or not you leave your Kindle in disk mode. (Read
more on disk mode in Approach 2b: Upload from Your Computer on page 32)You can leave your
Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook Library uses the most advanced battery technology, so you
won’t fry your battery if it stays plugged in after being fully charged.Maximizing Battery LifeThe
battery life in your Kindle will go from lasting a few days to a few weeks depending on one
setting, namely the built-in wireless service called WhisperNet. The next section discusses
WhisperNet at greater length, but right now you just need to know that it is the most battery-
hungry part of your Kindle by a mile. To turn off WhisperNet and maximize your battery life, do
the following:Press the Menu button. A menu appears on the right side of your Kindle
screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless Off” is underlined. Press the joystick to
select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to turn the wireless back on (for reasons



that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1 and 2, but this time the menu will say
“Turn Wireless On”.You should be aware that, over time, rechargeable batteries like the one in
your Kindle will hold less power. If you’ve ever had to replace a laptop battery because it only
gave 20 minutes of work after a “full” charge, you know how frustrating this can be.According to
Ebook Library, after recharging the Kindle battery 500 times, it should still hold 80% of its original
charge. This means that if you recharge your battery an average of once a week, it will still hold
most of its charge almost ten years later. That said, if for some reason your battery does go
south prematurely, Ebook Library will replace it for free in the first year of purchase and for $60
thereafter.WhisperNetIt must be said that wireless networks aren’t exactly noisy, so WhisperNet
is an odd name for the Kindle’s built-in wireless networking. Perhaps the name is meant to evoke
the idea that WhisperNet quietly does its thing without expecting you to undertake any
complicated setup or troubleshooting (or for that matter, any paying!). If that’s the idea, then
WhisperNet pretty much lives up to its name.What you need to know about WhisperNet is that 1)
it’s free, and 2) it works pretty much anywhere you get cell phone reception. Ebook Library has
worked out a deal with cell phone companies, like Sprint in the United States, to allow all Kindles
unfettered access to their data networks. This means no contracts, no monthly bills, and no
worries about going over your allotted data limits. It’s like an Internet service dream come
true.NoteIf you have one of the new Kindle WiFi models, you don’t have the great WhisperNet
service. Because the Kindle WiFi was announced but not available at this writing, this book
doesn’t cover connecting your Kindle to a WiFi network. For that, read the Ebook Library Kindle
User’s Guide, available at .The whole point of WhisperNet is to give you access to the built-in
bookstore in your Kindle. The beauty of it comes when you’re stranded in an airport and need a
new book to read. But just remember that just about any other uses of WhisperNet are either not
free or not supported, as explained below.The truth is that Ebook Library pays phone companies
for WhisperNet service and builds most of the cost into the price of the books you purchase from
the Kindle bookstore. This means there are some caveats to this otherwise blissful state of
connectedness, namely:The connection only works with your Kindle. You didn’t hit the Internet
service jackpot just for buying a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to connect your Kindle to a laptop,
iPod Touch, or anything else that might want to share in the free Internet. Because the built-in
web browser in the Kindle is generously called “experimental” (see Chapter 6), you won’t be
using WhisperNet to watch YouTube or play Farmville on Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to
send your own documents to your Kindle through WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other
carriers behind WhisperNet aren’t giving you free Internet service out of the goodness of their
hearts. Ebook Library is footing the bill. So if you’re going to send your own stuff to your Kindle
through WhisperNet (see Approach 1: Convert and Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook
Library makes you pay for it.WhisperNet is a battery hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is
the most battery-hungry thing in your Kindle. Turn it off using the instructions above to extend
your battery life from days to weeks.Master the Kindle MenusAs you get to know your Kindle, it’s
really important that you get to know the Menu button. Everything you do on your Kindle —



reading (Chapter 4), shopping for books (Chapter 2), or even listening to music (Chapter 6) —
has special options delivered by pressing the Menu button. If you don’t use the Menu button,
there are some things you’d never be able to do with your Kindle.The most important thing to
know about the Kindle menus (other than how to get to them) is that they change depending on
what you’re doing at the time. For example, as Figure 1-1 shows, the menu you get while in the
middle of a book is different than the menu you get when you’re looking at your book
list.Figure 1-1. You’d see the menu on the left if you clicked the Menu button while reading a
book. The menu on the right appears if you click the Menu button while in your book list.Going
forward, this book will refer to the Kindle menus a lot. Once in a menu, you navigate them with
your joystick button — up and down to move the bold underline that indicates what’s selected,
and pressing the joystick to select. But you can also access many of the functions in the Kindle’s
menus in other ways, like with keyboard shortcuts. (A handy list of keyboard shortcuts can be
found at the end of this book.)Chapter 2. Getting Stuff to ReadAccording to Ebook Library, the
two gigabytes of storage hardwired into a Kindle 2 can hold over 1,500 books. Reading one
book a week, it would take almost 29 years to read that many books. If you have a Kindle DX or a
new Kindle 3, you’d need to spend over 67 years reading the 3,500 books it can hold. Of course,
a lot of avid readers go through more than just one book every week, but 1,500 to 3,500 books is
a lot of reading no matter how you look at it.If for some crazy reason your life’s goal is to read as
many books as your Kindle can hold, you’d better get started. So where do you get all these
books to read? That’s the point of this chapter. Although you have the largest digital bookstore at
your fingertips, it’s not the only way to get books onto your Kindle. This comes as a bit of a relief
since those 1,500 books would cost you around $14,985 if you bought them all from Ebook
Library.The truth is pretty much any document you can read on your computer can be read on
your Kindle, too. That is, if you have the right tools, patience, and know-how. So what are you
waiting for? Time to get reading!The Kindle StoreOne wonders if Jeff Bezos, CEO of Ebook
Library, saw the day coming when a person sitting on a park bench somewhere could browse
through over 600,000 books using a device that weighs as much as a single paperback.
Whether or not he saw this in the future, that future is here in the form of the Kindle
bookstore.You can either shop the Kindle store from your Kindle itself or from any device with a
web browser. Because Ebook Library keeps track of everything on their servers, it doesn’t matter
how you do it or what device you use. The really remarkable thing is that you don’t need a
computer at all.Shopping from your KindleNo matter what you’re doing on your Kindle at the
time, you get to the Kindle store by pressing the Menu button and selecting Shop in Kindle Store
from the menu that appears. (A lot of the time, this option is underlined by default when you pull
up the menu. If you haven’t gotten the message, Ebook Library really wants you to buy some
books.) If you turned your wireless off, your Kindle gently reminds you that it needs the wireless
on to shop the store and asks you if it can turn it on — a nice touch.Once in the store, you go to a
main page that looks like the one in Figure 2-1. You’ll first notice that the store sells more than
just books — there’s also newspapers, magazines, and blogs. (What? You thought blogs were



free? Think again!)Ebook Library changes this main page pretty regularly, but the basic
elements tend to stay the same. You get pointed to top selling books, both in the Kindle store
and from the New York Times bestselling list. (Not all of the New York Times’ bestsellers are
available on the Kindle, but those that are will be in this list.) Ebook Library also points you to a
somewhat personalized set of recommended books based on your purchase history.Kindle: The
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devices without restrictions or limitationsMultiple formats — use on your laptop, tablet, or
phoneLifetime access, with free updatesDropbox syncing — your files, anywhereIf you
purchased this ebook from another retailer, you can upgrade your ebook to take advantage of all
these benefits for just $4.99. Click here to access your ebook upgrade.Please note that upgrade
offers are not available from sample content.IntroductionKindle-in-hand, you’ve probably already
been doing some reading. In fact, you may be reading this book on your Kindle. You might have
even been through the official Kindle User’s Guide, available as a free download from Ebook
Library through the built-in Kindle bookstore. In spite of all of this, you have a nagging feeling that
your Kindle is capable of so much more.Kindle: the Mini Missing Manual is written to be the
manual that should have come in the box. Whether you are a secret Luddite or an unrepentant
technophile, you’ll not only find information on the basics of using your Kindle, but you’ll also
learn all kinds of cool things like how to play games, share your favorite books and notes with
your friends via Facebook and Twitter, and check your email with the services that work best on
your Kindle.This book assumes you have any version of the Kindle, except for the first-
generation model. The book’s instructions even work for the newest third-generation Kindle. You
should also be running the most recent (at this writing) version of the Kindle firmware, version
2.5.With all that said, feel free to skip the parts you already know and dig in to the parts you
don’t. Enjoying your Kindle is the most important thing, and hopefully this book will help you do
that.IntroductionKindle-in-hand, you’ve probably already been doing some reading. In fact, you
may be reading this book on your Kindle. You might have even been through the official Kindle
User’s Guide, available as a free download from Ebook Library through the built-in Kindle
bookstore. In spite of all of this, you have a nagging feeling that your Kindle is capable of so
much more.Kindle: the Mini Missing Manual is written to be the manual that should have come in
the box. Whether you are a secret Luddite or an unrepentant technophile, you’ll not only find
information on the basics of using your Kindle, but you’ll also learn all kinds of cool things like
how to play games, share your favorite books and notes with your friends via Facebook and
Twitter, and check your email with the services that work best on your Kindle.This book assumes
you have any version of the Kindle, except for the first-generation model. The book’s instructions
even work for the newest third-generation Kindle. You should also be running the most recent (at
this writing) version of the Kindle firmware, version 2.5.With all that said, feel free to skip the
parts you already know and dig in to the parts you don’t. Enjoying your Kindle is the most
important thing, and hopefully this book will help you do that.IntroductionKindle-in-hand, you’ve
probably already been doing some reading. In fact, you may be reading this book on your Kindle.
You might have even been through the official Kindle User’s Guide, available as a free download
from Ebook Library through the built-in Kindle bookstore. In spite of all of this, you have a
nagging feeling that your Kindle is capable of so much more.Kindle: the Mini Missing Manual is
written to be the manual that should have come in the box. Whether you are a secret Luddite or
an unrepentant technophile, you’ll not only find information on the basics of using your Kindle,
but you’ll also learn all kinds of cool things like how to play games, share your favorite books and



notes with your friends via Facebook and Twitter, and check your email with the services that
work best on your Kindle.This book assumes you have any version of the Kindle, except for the
first-generation model. The book’s instructions even work for the newest third-generation Kindle.
You should also be running the most recent (at this writing) version of the Kindle firmware,
version 2.5.With all that said, feel free to skip the parts you already know and dig in to the parts
you don’t. Enjoying your Kindle is the most important thing, and hopefully this book will help you
do that.IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroductionKindle-in-hand, you’ve probably already
been doing some reading. In fact, you may be reading this book on your Kindle. You might have
even been through the official Kindle User’s Guide, available as a free download from Ebook
Library through the built-in Kindle bookstore. In spite of all of this, you have a nagging feeling that
your Kindle is capable of so much more.Kindle: the Mini Missing Manual is written to be the
manual that should have come in the box. Whether you are a secret Luddite or an unrepentant
technophile, you’ll not only find information on the basics of using your Kindle, but you’ll also
learn all kinds of cool things like how to play games, share your favorite books and notes with
your friends via Facebook and Twitter, and check your email with the services that work best on
your Kindle.This book assumes you have any version of the Kindle, except for the first-
generation model. The book’s instructions even work for the newest third-generation Kindle. You
should also be running the most recent (at this writing) version of the Kindle firmware, version
2.5.With all that said, feel free to skip the parts you already know and dig in to the parts you
don’t. Enjoying your Kindle is the most important thing, and hopefully this book will help you do
that.Chapter 1. Meet the KindleWhether you’re an avid or a casual reader, odds are you’ll be
spending a lot of time with your Kindle in hand. The device itself does a pretty good job of getting
out of the way while you read (something that Ebook Library makes a big deal of in its
marketing). That being the case, let’s take a quick tour of the Kindle device before it fades to the
background of that latest thriller.The ScreenThe ScreenAll versions of the Kindle use a screen
technology called E Ink. It’s quite unlike the screens on any computer you’ve used before,
because an E Ink display looks just like a printed page. That brings with it many of the big
advantages of print, namely:E Ink is easy to read in broad daylight, unlike the screen on your
laptop.It’s also readable from any viewing angle (except when facing directly away from you, of
course!). Tilt your screen around and you’ll see it looks the same, not faded or, in the case of old
LCD screens, like a film negative.No electricity is necessary to keep the letters from
disappearing.If you stop to think about it, this last point is a big deal. Pretty much every
electronic device you’ve ever used needs power to keep the screen going. (This is even true of
old LCD wristwatches. Remember when those were cutting-edge?) E Ink displays, like the one in
your Kindle, only need power to change the screen but not to keep it going. This is why your
Kindle gets incredible battery life. It’s also why it switches into one of those screensaver images
and just stays there while it’s asleep. The screensaver image doesn’t take a single extra electron
of power once it’s put in place.Another compelling advantage of E Ink is reduced eye strain.
iPads, laptops, and anything else that uses modern LCD displays all require backlighting. That



means that there are lights built into the screens and these lights shine out through the liquid
crystals that make them visible. While this makes for bright, colorful displays, it’s also roughly
equivalent to someone shining a flashlight in your face. (Though new OLED displays don’t use
backlights, the flashlight-in-your-face problem is the same.) If you’ve ever sat in front of your
computer for too long, this is one of the reasons it makes your eyes tired.But E Ink isn’t dancing
on the graves of LCD screens yet, for some glaringly obvious drawbacks:It only shows shades of
gray, which feels a bit 19th-century.BYOL: Bring your own light. No backlighting means you’ll
need to have your own light source, like a lamp, a book light, or, that old standby, the sun.The
screen takes more than a nanosecond to refresh, enough time that page turns feel pretty slow
for this nanosecond world of ours. (Plus, the ink capsules get reset between page turns, making
your page look like it briefly dropped into “opposite world.”) Let’s just say you won’t want to watch
a movie on this thing.Power Users’ Clinic: How E Ink WorksE Ink is even niftier when you know
how it works. Basically, an E Ink display is made up of millions of itty-bitty capsules, each the
thickness of a human hair. The capsules have even smaller white and black particles inside. The
white particles and black particles get negative or positive electric charges that force them to
repel or attract each other, producing capsules that look white, black, or shades of gray. (Color E
Ink displays are in the works.)These capsules get printed onto a piece of plastic backed by a
circuit board filled with tiny circuits, each circuit representing each pixel of the display. The
circuits control the electric charge of white and black particles in the capsules.Because E Ink
can be printed onto other surfaces, theoretically just about anything could be an E Ink display.
Right now, flat surfaces work best because the underlying circuits tend to be on flat circuit
boards. But the smart people behind all of this stuff have already designed bendable circuits, so
the day isn’t far off when you can roll up your E Ink paper and stick it in your bag.Because the
holy grail of display technology isn’t here yet, you just have to accept the tradeoffs. The improved
battery life and the easy readability of the E Ink display outweigh the drawbacks for quite a lot of
people.Buttons GaloreThe Kindle has an awful lot of buttons for something that is meant to
replace books (which are decidedly button-free). But when there aren’t any pages to turn or
margins to write in, buttons make up for it all. At this point, a button rundown is in order.Next
PageDoes what it says and takes you to the next page of your books, periodicals, documents,
and book list.Prev PageLike Next Page but going backwards instead of forwards.HomeTakes
you to your book list, no matter where you are or what you’re doing.MenuShows you a list of
options, which vary depending on what you’re doing with your Kindle at the time. This button will
be incredibly useful and will pop up a lot in the pages that follow.BackThis button takes you back
to where you were before, but don’t confuse it with the Prev Page button. Instead of going back
in the pages of a document, it goes back to the previous activity. For example, you might 1) view
your book list, 2) select a book and read a few pages that bore you, and then 3) go to the built-in
Kindle bookstore to browse for a new book. Pressing the Back button will take you from the
Kindle bookstore back to the boring book you were reading. Press it again and you’ll go back to
your book list.TipJumping around in a book with anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page



buttons counts as an activity that the Back button will take you to. This makes the Back button
really useful if you go to a footnote or to the Table of Contents in your book and then want to
return to the page you just left.The Joystick (or 5-Way Controller)This button is basically five
buttons in one. (Ebook Library calls this the “5-way controller”, which is a mouthful. Although the
button takes different shapes on different Kindles, this book calls it the “joystick”.) Push it up,
down, left, or right and it will move either the cursor (if you’re reading a book) or the current
selection (if you’re in your book list) in the direction you push. Press the joystick just like any
other button and you’ll either start or end a text selection (if you’re reading a book), or select the
highlighted item (if you’re in your book list).Alphanumeric KeysThe letters, numbers, punctuation
keys, and space bar are just like the ones on your computer keyboard with the exception that
someone blasted them with a really powerful shrink ray.DelDeletes anything you’re typing, one
character at a time. This works just like a Return or Enter key on a typical keyboard.AltHold this
button down while pressing other buttons for shortcuts to certain actions. For example, Alt-B will
create a bookmark on the page you’re reading.↑This works much like the Shift key on a typical
keyboard. Hold it down to type letters in caps. Click it once and only the next letter you type will
be capitalized.SymTo type colons, semicolons, or any other text symbols like @, press this key
and use the joystick to choose the symbol you need.AaThis is the key for controlling font sizes,
words per line, text-to-speech, and the screen rotation (all covered in Chapter 4).The
BatteryMake the most of your Kindle’s battery by remembering the following:The battery is not
removable. This means that you can’t just buy a second battery and easily swap it out with one
that has run out of juice. Lucky for you, the battery lasts a really long time.The battery lasts a
really long time. Using one simple setting (discussed in the next section), you can get your
Kindle battery to last for weeks, not mere hours or days. Not many high-end devices can brag
about battery life that lasts longer than the World Series.You can charge your battery with a
standard outlet or via USB. If outlets are scarce, but a computer (presumably a laptop) with USB
is handy, you can connect your Kindle to most computers for charging. This works whether or
not you leave your Kindle in disk mode. (Read more on disk mode in Approach 2b: Upload from
Your Computer on page 32)You can leave your Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook Library uses
the most advanced battery technology, so you won’t fry your battery if it stays plugged in after
being fully charged.Maximizing Battery LifeThe battery life in your Kindle will go from lasting a
few days to a few weeks depending on one setting, namely the built-in wireless service called
WhisperNet. The next section discusses WhisperNet at greater length, but right now you just
need to know that it is the most battery-hungry part of your Kindle by a mile. To turn off
WhisperNet and maximize your battery life, do the following:Press the Menu button. A menu
appears on the right side of your Kindle screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless
Off” is underlined. Press the joystick to select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to
turn the wireless back on (for reasons that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1
and 2, but this time the menu will say “Turn Wireless On”.You should be aware that, over time,
rechargeable batteries like the one in your Kindle will hold less power. If you’ve ever had to



replace a laptop battery because it only gave 20 minutes of work after a “full” charge, you know
how frustrating this can be.According to Ebook Library, after recharging the Kindle battery 500
times, it should still hold 80% of its original charge. This means that if you recharge your battery
an average of once a week, it will still hold most of its charge almost ten years later. That said, if
for some reason your battery does go south prematurely, Ebook Library will replace it for free in
the first year of purchase and for $60 thereafter.WhisperNetIt must be said that wireless
networks aren’t exactly noisy, so WhisperNet is an odd name for the Kindle’s built-in wireless
networking. Perhaps the name is meant to evoke the idea that WhisperNet quietly does its thing
without expecting you to undertake any complicated setup or troubleshooting (or for that matter,
any paying!). If that’s the idea, then WhisperNet pretty much lives up to its name.What you need
to know about WhisperNet is that 1) it’s free, and 2) it works pretty much anywhere you get cell
phone reception. Ebook Library has worked out a deal with cell phone companies, like Sprint in
the United States, to allow all Kindles unfettered access to their data networks. This means no
contracts, no monthly bills, and no worries about going over your allotted data limits. It’s like an
Internet service dream come true.NoteIf you have one of the new Kindle WiFi models, you don’t
have the great WhisperNet service. Because the Kindle WiFi was announced but not available at
this writing, this book doesn’t cover connecting your Kindle to a WiFi network. For that, read the
Ebook Library Kindle User’s Guide, available at .The whole point of WhisperNet is to give you
access to the built-in bookstore in your Kindle. The beauty of it comes when you’re stranded in
an airport and need a new book to read. But just remember that just about any other uses of
WhisperNet are either not free or not supported, as explained below.The truth is that Ebook
Library pays phone companies for WhisperNet service and builds most of the cost into the price
of the books you purchase from the Kindle bookstore. This means there are some caveats to this
otherwise blissful state of connectedness, namely:The connection only works with your Kindle.
You didn’t hit the Internet service jackpot just for buying a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to
connect your Kindle to a laptop, iPod Touch, or anything else that might want to share in the free
Internet. Because the built-in web browser in the Kindle is generously called “experimental” (see
Chapter 6), you won’t be using WhisperNet to watch YouTube or play Farmville on
Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to send your own documents to your Kindle through
WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other carriers behind WhisperNet aren’t giving you free
Internet service out of the goodness of their hearts. Ebook Library is footing the bill. So if you’re
going to send your own stuff to your Kindle through WhisperNet (see Approach 1: Convert and
Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook Library makes you pay for it.WhisperNet is a battery
hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is the most battery-hungry thing in your Kindle. Turn it off
using the instructions above to extend your battery life from days to weeks.Master the Kindle
MenusAs you get to know your Kindle, it’s really important that you get to know the Menu button.
Everything you do on your Kindle — reading (Chapter 4), shopping for books (Chapter 2), or
even listening to music (Chapter 6) — has special options delivered by pressing the Menu
button. If you don’t use the Menu button, there are some things you’d never be able to do with



your Kindle.The most important thing to know about the Kindle menus (other than how to get to
them) is that they change depending on what you’re doing at the time. For example, as
Figure 1-1 shows, the menu you get while in the middle of a book is different than the menu you
get when you’re looking at your book list.Figure 1-1. You’d see the menu on the left if you clicked
the Menu button while reading a book. The menu on the right appears if you click the Menu
button while in your book list.Going forward, this book will refer to the Kindle menus a lot. Once
in a menu, you navigate them with your joystick button — up and down to move the bold
underline that indicates what’s selected, and pressing the joystick to select. But you can also
access many of the functions in the Kindle’s menus in other ways, like with keyboard shortcuts.
(A handy list of keyboard shortcuts can be found at the end of this book.)Chapter 1. Meet the
KindleWhether you’re an avid or a casual reader, odds are you’ll be spending a lot of time with
your Kindle in hand. The device itself does a pretty good job of getting out of the way while you
read (something that Ebook Library makes a big deal of in its marketing). That being the case,
let’s take a quick tour of the Kindle device before it fades to the background of that latest
thriller.The ScreenThe ScreenAll versions of the Kindle use a screen technology called E Ink. It’s
quite unlike the screens on any computer you’ve used before, because an E Ink display looks
just like a printed page. That brings with it many of the big advantages of print, namely:E Ink is
easy to read in broad daylight, unlike the screen on your laptop.It’s also readable from any
viewing angle (except when facing directly away from you, of course!). Tilt your screen around
and you’ll see it looks the same, not faded or, in the case of old LCD screens, like a film
negative.No electricity is necessary to keep the letters from disappearing.If you stop to think
about it, this last point is a big deal. Pretty much every electronic device you’ve ever used needs
power to keep the screen going. (This is even true of old LCD wristwatches. Remember when
those were cutting-edge?) E Ink displays, like the one in your Kindle, only need power to change
the screen but not to keep it going. This is why your Kindle gets incredible battery life. It’s also
why it switches into one of those screensaver images and just stays there while it’s asleep. The
screensaver image doesn’t take a single extra electron of power once it’s put in place.Another
compelling advantage of E Ink is reduced eye strain. iPads, laptops, and anything else that uses
modern LCD displays all require backlighting. That means that there are lights built into the
screens and these lights shine out through the liquid crystals that make them visible. While this
makes for bright, colorful displays, it’s also roughly equivalent to someone shining a flashlight in
your face. (Though new OLED displays don’t use backlights, the flashlight-in-your-face problem
is the same.) If you’ve ever sat in front of your computer for too long, this is one of the reasons it
makes your eyes tired.But E Ink isn’t dancing on the graves of LCD screens yet, for some
glaringly obvious drawbacks:It only shows shades of gray, which feels a bit 19th-century.BYOL:
Bring your own light. No backlighting means you’ll need to have your own light source, like a
lamp, a book light, or, that old standby, the sun.The screen takes more than a nanosecond to
refresh, enough time that page turns feel pretty slow for this nanosecond world of ours. (Plus, the
ink capsules get reset between page turns, making your page look like it briefly dropped into



“opposite world.”) Let’s just say you won’t want to watch a movie on this thing.Power Users’
Clinic: How E Ink WorksE Ink is even niftier when you know how it works. Basically, an E Ink
display is made up of millions of itty-bitty capsules, each the thickness of a human hair. The
capsules have even smaller white and black particles inside. The white particles and black
particles get negative or positive electric charges that force them to repel or attract each other,
producing capsules that look white, black, or shades of gray. (Color E Ink displays are in the
works.)These capsules get printed onto a piece of plastic backed by a circuit board filled with
tiny circuits, each circuit representing each pixel of the display. The circuits control the electric
charge of white and black particles in the capsules.Because E Ink can be printed onto other
surfaces, theoretically just about anything could be an E Ink display. Right now, flat surfaces
work best because the underlying circuits tend to be on flat circuit boards. But the smart people
behind all of this stuff have already designed bendable circuits, so the day isn’t far off when you
can roll up your E Ink paper and stick it in your bag.Because the holy grail of display technology
isn’t here yet, you just have to accept the tradeoffs. The improved battery life and the easy
readability of the E Ink display outweigh the drawbacks for quite a lot of people.Buttons
GaloreThe Kindle has an awful lot of buttons for something that is meant to replace books
(which are decidedly button-free). But when there aren’t any pages to turn or margins to write in,
buttons make up for it all. At this point, a button rundown is in order.Next PageDoes what it says
and takes you to the next page of your books, periodicals, documents, and book list.Prev
PageLike Next Page but going backwards instead of forwards.HomeTakes you to your book list,
no matter where you are or what you’re doing.MenuShows you a list of options, which vary
depending on what you’re doing with your Kindle at the time. This button will be incredibly useful
and will pop up a lot in the pages that follow.BackThis button takes you back to where you were
before, but don’t confuse it with the Prev Page button. Instead of going back in the pages of a
document, it goes back to the previous activity. For example, you might 1) view your book list, 2)
select a book and read a few pages that bore you, and then 3) go to the built-in Kindle bookstore
to browse for a new book. Pressing the Back button will take you from the Kindle bookstore back
to the boring book you were reading. Press it again and you’ll go back to your book
list.TipJumping around in a book with anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page buttons
counts as an activity that the Back button will take you to. This makes the Back button really
useful if you go to a footnote or to the Table of Contents in your book and then want to return to
the page you just left.The Joystick (or 5-Way Controller)This button is basically five buttons in
one. (Ebook Library calls this the “5-way controller”, which is a mouthful. Although the button
takes different shapes on different Kindles, this book calls it the “joystick”.) Push it up, down, left,
or right and it will move either the cursor (if you’re reading a book) or the current selection (if
you’re in your book list) in the direction you push. Press the joystick just like any other button and
you’ll either start or end a text selection (if you’re reading a book), or select the highlighted item
(if you’re in your book list).Alphanumeric KeysThe letters, numbers, punctuation keys, and space
bar are just like the ones on your computer keyboard with the exception that someone blasted



them with a really powerful shrink ray.DelDeletes anything you’re typing, one character at a
time. This works just like a Return or Enter key on a typical keyboard.AltHold this button down
while pressing other buttons for shortcuts to certain actions. For example, Alt-B will create a
bookmark on the page you’re reading.↑This works much like the Shift key on a typical keyboard.
Hold it down to type letters in caps. Click it once and only the next letter you type will be
capitalized.SymTo type colons, semicolons, or any other text symbols like @, press this key and
use the joystick to choose the symbol you need.AaThis is the key for controlling font sizes,
words per line, text-to-speech, and the screen rotation (all covered in Chapter 4).The
BatteryMake the most of your Kindle’s battery by remembering the following:The battery is not
removable. This means that you can’t just buy a second battery and easily swap it out with one
that has run out of juice. Lucky for you, the battery lasts a really long time.The battery lasts a
really long time. Using one simple setting (discussed in the next section), you can get your
Kindle battery to last for weeks, not mere hours or days. Not many high-end devices can brag
about battery life that lasts longer than the World Series.You can charge your battery with a
standard outlet or via USB. If outlets are scarce, but a computer (presumably a laptop) with USB
is handy, you can connect your Kindle to most computers for charging. This works whether or
not you leave your Kindle in disk mode. (Read more on disk mode in Approach 2b: Upload from
Your Computer on page 32)You can leave your Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook Library uses
the most advanced battery technology, so you won’t fry your battery if it stays plugged in after
being fully charged.Maximizing Battery LifeThe battery life in your Kindle will go from lasting a
few days to a few weeks depending on one setting, namely the built-in wireless service called
WhisperNet. The next section discusses WhisperNet at greater length, but right now you just
need to know that it is the most battery-hungry part of your Kindle by a mile. To turn off
WhisperNet and maximize your battery life, do the following:Press the Menu button. A menu
appears on the right side of your Kindle screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless
Off” is underlined. Press the joystick to select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to
turn the wireless back on (for reasons that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1
and 2, but this time the menu will say “Turn Wireless On”.You should be aware that, over time,
rechargeable batteries like the one in your Kindle will hold less power. If you’ve ever had to
replace a laptop battery because it only gave 20 minutes of work after a “full” charge, you know
how frustrating this can be.According to Ebook Library, after recharging the Kindle battery 500
times, it should still hold 80% of its original charge. This means that if you recharge your battery
an average of once a week, it will still hold most of its charge almost ten years later. That said, if
for some reason your battery does go south prematurely, Ebook Library will replace it for free in
the first year of purchase and for $60 thereafter.WhisperNetIt must be said that wireless
networks aren’t exactly noisy, so WhisperNet is an odd name for the Kindle’s built-in wireless
networking. Perhaps the name is meant to evoke the idea that WhisperNet quietly does its thing
without expecting you to undertake any complicated setup or troubleshooting (or for that matter,
any paying!). If that’s the idea, then WhisperNet pretty much lives up to its name.What you need



to know about WhisperNet is that 1) it’s free, and 2) it works pretty much anywhere you get cell
phone reception. Ebook Library has worked out a deal with cell phone companies, like Sprint in
the United States, to allow all Kindles unfettered access to their data networks. This means no
contracts, no monthly bills, and no worries about going over your allotted data limits. It’s like an
Internet service dream come true.NoteIf you have one of the new Kindle WiFi models, you don’t
have the great WhisperNet service. Because the Kindle WiFi was announced but not available at
this writing, this book doesn’t cover connecting your Kindle to a WiFi network. For that, read the
Ebook Library Kindle User’s Guide, available at .The whole point of WhisperNet is to give you
access to the built-in bookstore in your Kindle. The beauty of it comes when you’re stranded in
an airport and need a new book to read. But just remember that just about any other uses of
WhisperNet are either not free or not supported, as explained below.The truth is that Ebook
Library pays phone companies for WhisperNet service and builds most of the cost into the price
of the books you purchase from the Kindle bookstore. This means there are some caveats to this
otherwise blissful state of connectedness, namely:The connection only works with your Kindle.
You didn’t hit the Internet service jackpot just for buying a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to
connect your Kindle to a laptop, iPod Touch, or anything else that might want to share in the free
Internet. Because the built-in web browser in the Kindle is generously called “experimental” (see
Chapter 6), you won’t be using WhisperNet to watch YouTube or play Farmville on
Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to send your own documents to your Kindle through
WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other carriers behind WhisperNet aren’t giving you free
Internet service out of the goodness of their hearts. Ebook Library is footing the bill. So if you’re
going to send your own stuff to your Kindle through WhisperNet (see Approach 1: Convert and
Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook Library makes you pay for it.WhisperNet is a battery
hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is the most battery-hungry thing in your Kindle. Turn it off
using the instructions above to extend your battery life from days to weeks.Master the Kindle
MenusAs you get to know your Kindle, it’s really important that you get to know the Menu button.
Everything you do on your Kindle — reading (Chapter 4), shopping for books (Chapter 2), or
even listening to music (Chapter 6) — has special options delivered by pressing the Menu
button. If you don’t use the Menu button, there are some things you’d never be able to do with
your Kindle.The most important thing to know about the Kindle menus (other than how to get to
them) is that they change depending on what you’re doing at the time. For example, as
Figure 1-1 shows, the menu you get while in the middle of a book is different than the menu you
get when you’re looking at your book list.Figure 1-1. You’d see the menu on the left if you clicked
the Menu button while reading a book. The menu on the right appears if you click the Menu
button while in your book list.Going forward, this book will refer to the Kindle menus a lot. Once
in a menu, you navigate them with your joystick button — up and down to move the bold
underline that indicates what’s selected, and pressing the joystick to select. But you can also
access many of the functions in the Kindle’s menus in other ways, like with keyboard shortcuts.
(A handy list of keyboard shortcuts can be found at the end of this book.)Chapter 1. Meet the



KindleWhether you’re an avid or a casual reader, odds are you’ll be spending a lot of time with
your Kindle in hand. The device itself does a pretty good job of getting out of the way while you
read (something that Ebook Library makes a big deal of in its marketing). That being the case,
let’s take a quick tour of the Kindle device before it fades to the background of that latest
thriller.The ScreenThe ScreenAll versions of the Kindle use a screen technology called E Ink. It’s
quite unlike the screens on any computer you’ve used before, because an E Ink display looks
just like a printed page. That brings with it many of the big advantages of print, namely:E Ink is
easy to read in broad daylight, unlike the screen on your laptop.It’s also readable from any
viewing angle (except when facing directly away from you, of course!). Tilt your screen around
and you’ll see it looks the same, not faded or, in the case of old LCD screens, like a film
negative.No electricity is necessary to keep the letters from disappearing.If you stop to think
about it, this last point is a big deal. Pretty much every electronic device you’ve ever used needs
power to keep the screen going. (This is even true of old LCD wristwatches. Remember when
those were cutting-edge?) E Ink displays, like the one in your Kindle, only need power to change
the screen but not to keep it going. This is why your Kindle gets incredible battery life. It’s also
why it switches into one of those screensaver images and just stays there while it’s asleep. The
screensaver image doesn’t take a single extra electron of power once it’s put in place.Another
compelling advantage of E Ink is reduced eye strain. iPads, laptops, and anything else that uses
modern LCD displays all require backlighting. That means that there are lights built into the
screens and these lights shine out through the liquid crystals that make them visible. While this
makes for bright, colorful displays, it’s also roughly equivalent to someone shining a flashlight in
your face. (Though new OLED displays don’t use backlights, the flashlight-in-your-face problem
is the same.) If you’ve ever sat in front of your computer for too long, this is one of the reasons it
makes your eyes tired.But E Ink isn’t dancing on the graves of LCD screens yet, for some
glaringly obvious drawbacks:It only shows shades of gray, which feels a bit 19th-century.BYOL:
Bring your own light. No backlighting means you’ll need to have your own light source, like a
lamp, a book light, or, that old standby, the sun.The screen takes more than a nanosecond to
refresh, enough time that page turns feel pretty slow for this nanosecond world of ours. (Plus, the
ink capsules get reset between page turns, making your page look like it briefly dropped into
“opposite world.”) Let’s just say you won’t want to watch a movie on this thing.Power Users’
Clinic: How E Ink WorksE Ink is even niftier when you know how it works. Basically, an E Ink
display is made up of millions of itty-bitty capsules, each the thickness of a human hair. The
capsules have even smaller white and black particles inside. The white particles and black
particles get negative or positive electric charges that force them to repel or attract each other,
producing capsules that look white, black, or shades of gray. (Color E Ink displays are in the
works.)These capsules get printed onto a piece of plastic backed by a circuit board filled with
tiny circuits, each circuit representing each pixel of the display. The circuits control the electric
charge of white and black particles in the capsules.Because E Ink can be printed onto other
surfaces, theoretically just about anything could be an E Ink display. Right now, flat surfaces



work best because the underlying circuits tend to be on flat circuit boards. But the smart people
behind all of this stuff have already designed bendable circuits, so the day isn’t far off when you
can roll up your E Ink paper and stick it in your bag.Because the holy grail of display technology
isn’t here yet, you just have to accept the tradeoffs. The improved battery life and the easy
readability of the E Ink display outweigh the drawbacks for quite a lot of people.Buttons
GaloreThe Kindle has an awful lot of buttons for something that is meant to replace books
(which are decidedly button-free). But when there aren’t any pages to turn or margins to write in,
buttons make up for it all. At this point, a button rundown is in order.Next PageDoes what it says
and takes you to the next page of your books, periodicals, documents, and book list.Prev
PageLike Next Page but going backwards instead of forwards.HomeTakes you to your book list,
no matter where you are or what you’re doing.MenuShows you a list of options, which vary
depending on what you’re doing with your Kindle at the time. This button will be incredibly useful
and will pop up a lot in the pages that follow.BackThis button takes you back to where you were
before, but don’t confuse it with the Prev Page button. Instead of going back in the pages of a
document, it goes back to the previous activity. For example, you might 1) view your book list, 2)
select a book and read a few pages that bore you, and then 3) go to the built-in Kindle bookstore
to browse for a new book. Pressing the Back button will take you from the Kindle bookstore back
to the boring book you were reading. Press it again and you’ll go back to your book
list.TipJumping around in a book with anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page buttons
counts as an activity that the Back button will take you to. This makes the Back button really
useful if you go to a footnote or to the Table of Contents in your book and then want to return to
the page you just left.The Joystick (or 5-Way Controller)This button is basically five buttons in
one. (Ebook Library calls this the “5-way controller”, which is a mouthful. Although the button
takes different shapes on different Kindles, this book calls it the “joystick”.) Push it up, down, left,
or right and it will move either the cursor (if you’re reading a book) or the current selection (if
you’re in your book list) in the direction you push. Press the joystick just like any other button and
you’ll either start or end a text selection (if you’re reading a book), or select the highlighted item
(if you’re in your book list).Alphanumeric KeysThe letters, numbers, punctuation keys, and space
bar are just like the ones on your computer keyboard with the exception that someone blasted
them with a really powerful shrink ray.DelDeletes anything you’re typing, one character at a
time. This works just like a Return or Enter key on a typical keyboard.AltHold this button down
while pressing other buttons for shortcuts to certain actions. For example, Alt-B will create a
bookmark on the page you’re reading.↑This works much like the Shift key on a typical keyboard.
Hold it down to type letters in caps. Click it once and only the next letter you type will be
capitalized.SymTo type colons, semicolons, or any other text symbols like @, press this key and
use the joystick to choose the symbol you need.AaThis is the key for controlling font sizes,
words per line, text-to-speech, and the screen rotation (all covered in Chapter 4).The
BatteryMake the most of your Kindle’s battery by remembering the following:The battery is not
removable. This means that you can’t just buy a second battery and easily swap it out with one



that has run out of juice. Lucky for you, the battery lasts a really long time.The battery lasts a
really long time. Using one simple setting (discussed in the next section), you can get your
Kindle battery to last for weeks, not mere hours or days. Not many high-end devices can brag
about battery life that lasts longer than the World Series.You can charge your battery with a
standard outlet or via USB. If outlets are scarce, but a computer (presumably a laptop) with USB
is handy, you can connect your Kindle to most computers for charging. This works whether or
not you leave your Kindle in disk mode. (Read more on disk mode in Approach 2b: Upload from
Your Computer on page 32)You can leave your Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook Library uses
the most advanced battery technology, so you won’t fry your battery if it stays plugged in after
being fully charged.Maximizing Battery LifeThe battery life in your Kindle will go from lasting a
few days to a few weeks depending on one setting, namely the built-in wireless service called
WhisperNet. The next section discusses WhisperNet at greater length, but right now you just
need to know that it is the most battery-hungry part of your Kindle by a mile. To turn off
WhisperNet and maximize your battery life, do the following:Press the Menu button. A menu
appears on the right side of your Kindle screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless
Off” is underlined. Press the joystick to select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to
turn the wireless back on (for reasons that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1
and 2, but this time the menu will say “Turn Wireless On”.You should be aware that, over time,
rechargeable batteries like the one in your Kindle will hold less power. If you’ve ever had to
replace a laptop battery because it only gave 20 minutes of work after a “full” charge, you know
how frustrating this can be.According to Ebook Library, after recharging the Kindle battery 500
times, it should still hold 80% of its original charge. This means that if you recharge your battery
an average of once a week, it will still hold most of its charge almost ten years later. That said, if
for some reason your battery does go south prematurely, Ebook Library will replace it for free in
the first year of purchase and for $60 thereafter.WhisperNetIt must be said that wireless
networks aren’t exactly noisy, so WhisperNet is an odd name for the Kindle’s built-in wireless
networking. Perhaps the name is meant to evoke the idea that WhisperNet quietly does its thing
without expecting you to undertake any complicated setup or troubleshooting (or for that matter,
any paying!). If that’s the idea, then WhisperNet pretty much lives up to its name.What you need
to know about WhisperNet is that 1) it’s free, and 2) it works pretty much anywhere you get cell
phone reception. Ebook Library has worked out a deal with cell phone companies, like Sprint in
the United States, to allow all Kindles unfettered access to their data networks. This means no
contracts, no monthly bills, and no worries about going over your allotted data limits. It’s like an
Internet service dream come true.NoteIf you have one of the new Kindle WiFi models, you don’t
have the great WhisperNet service. Because the Kindle WiFi was announced but not available at
this writing, this book doesn’t cover connecting your Kindle to a WiFi network. For that, read the
Ebook Library Kindle User’s Guide, available at .The whole point of WhisperNet is to give you
access to the built-in bookstore in your Kindle. The beauty of it comes when you’re stranded in
an airport and need a new book to read. But just remember that just about any other uses of



WhisperNet are either not free or not supported, as explained below.The truth is that Ebook
Library pays phone companies for WhisperNet service and builds most of the cost into the price
of the books you purchase from the Kindle bookstore. This means there are some caveats to this
otherwise blissful state of connectedness, namely:The connection only works with your Kindle.
You didn’t hit the Internet service jackpot just for buying a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to
connect your Kindle to a laptop, iPod Touch, or anything else that might want to share in the free
Internet. Because the built-in web browser in the Kindle is generously called “experimental” (see
Chapter 6), you won’t be using WhisperNet to watch YouTube or play Farmville on
Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to send your own documents to your Kindle through
WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other carriers behind WhisperNet aren’t giving you free
Internet service out of the goodness of their hearts. Ebook Library is footing the bill. So if you’re
going to send your own stuff to your Kindle through WhisperNet (see Approach 1: Convert and
Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook Library makes you pay for it.WhisperNet is a battery
hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is the most battery-hungry thing in your Kindle. Turn it off
using the instructions above to extend your battery life from days to weeks.Master the Kindle
MenusAs you get to know your Kindle, it’s really important that you get to know the Menu button.
Everything you do on your Kindle — reading (Chapter 4), shopping for books (Chapter 2), or
even listening to music (Chapter 6) — has special options delivered by pressing the Menu
button. If you don’t use the Menu button, there are some things you’d never be able to do with
your Kindle.The most important thing to know about the Kindle menus (other than how to get to
them) is that they change depending on what you’re doing at the time. For example, as
Figure 1-1 shows, the menu you get while in the middle of a book is different than the menu you
get when you’re looking at your book list.Figure 1-1. You’d see the menu on the left if you clicked
the Menu button while reading a book. The menu on the right appears if you click the Menu
button while in your book list.Going forward, this book will refer to the Kindle menus a lot. Once
in a menu, you navigate them with your joystick button — up and down to move the bold
underline that indicates what’s selected, and pressing the joystick to select. But you can also
access many of the functions in the Kindle’s menus in other ways, like with keyboard shortcuts.
(A handy list of keyboard shortcuts can be found at the end of this book.)Chapter 1. Meet the
KindleChapter 1. Meet the KindleChapter 1. Meet the KindleChapter 1. Meet the KindleWhether
you’re an avid or a casual reader, odds are you’ll be spending a lot of time with your Kindle in
hand. The device itself does a pretty good job of getting out of the way while you read
(something that Ebook Library makes a big deal of in its marketing). That being the case, let’s
take a quick tour of the Kindle device before it fades to the background of that latest thriller.The
ScreenThe ScreenAll versions of the Kindle use a screen technology called E Ink. It’s quite
unlike the screens on any computer you’ve used before, because an E Ink display looks just like
a printed page. That brings with it many of the big advantages of print, namely:E Ink is easy to
read in broad daylight, unlike the screen on your laptop.It’s also readable from any viewing angle
(except when facing directly away from you, of course!). Tilt your screen around and you’ll see it



looks the same, not faded or, in the case of old LCD screens, like a film negative.No electricity is
necessary to keep the letters from disappearing.If you stop to think about it, this last point is a
big deal. Pretty much every electronic device you’ve ever used needs power to keep the screen
going. (This is even true of old LCD wristwatches. Remember when those were cutting-edge?) E
Ink displays, like the one in your Kindle, only need power to change the screen but not to keep it
going. This is why your Kindle gets incredible battery life. It’s also why it switches into one of
those screensaver images and just stays there while it’s asleep. The screensaver image doesn’t
take a single extra electron of power once it’s put in place.Another compelling advantage of E
Ink is reduced eye strain. iPads, laptops, and anything else that uses modern LCD displays all
require backlighting. That means that there are lights built into the screens and these lights shine
out through the liquid crystals that make them visible. While this makes for bright, colorful
displays, it’s also roughly equivalent to someone shining a flashlight in your face. (Though new
OLED displays don’t use backlights, the flashlight-in-your-face problem is the same.) If you’ve
ever sat in front of your computer for too long, this is one of the reasons it makes your eyes
tired.But E Ink isn’t dancing on the graves of LCD screens yet, for some glaringly obvious
drawbacks:It only shows shades of gray, which feels a bit 19th-century.BYOL: Bring your own
light. No backlighting means you’ll need to have your own light source, like a lamp, a book light,
or, that old standby, the sun.The screen takes more than a nanosecond to refresh, enough time
that page turns feel pretty slow for this nanosecond world of ours. (Plus, the ink capsules get
reset between page turns, making your page look like it briefly dropped into “opposite world.”)
Let’s just say you won’t want to watch a movie on this thing.Power Users’ Clinic: How E Ink
WorksE Ink is even niftier when you know how it works. Basically, an E Ink display is made up of
millions of itty-bitty capsules, each the thickness of a human hair. The capsules have even
smaller white and black particles inside. The white particles and black particles get negative or
positive electric charges that force them to repel or attract each other, producing capsules that
look white, black, or shades of gray. (Color E Ink displays are in the works.)These capsules get
printed onto a piece of plastic backed by a circuit board filled with tiny circuits, each circuit
representing each pixel of the display. The circuits control the electric charge of white and black
particles in the capsules.Because E Ink can be printed onto other surfaces, theoretically just
about anything could be an E Ink display. Right now, flat surfaces work best because the
underlying circuits tend to be on flat circuit boards. But the smart people behind all of this stuff
have already designed bendable circuits, so the day isn’t far off when you can roll up your E Ink
paper and stick it in your bag.Because the holy grail of display technology isn’t here yet, you just
have to accept the tradeoffs. The improved battery life and the easy readability of the E Ink
display outweigh the drawbacks for quite a lot of people.Buttons GaloreThe Kindle has an awful
lot of buttons for something that is meant to replace books (which are decidedly button-free). But
when there aren’t any pages to turn or margins to write in, buttons make up for it all. At this point,
a button rundown is in order.Next PageDoes what it says and takes you to the next page of your
books, periodicals, documents, and book list.Prev PageLike Next Page but going backwards



instead of forwards.HomeTakes you to your book list, no matter where you are or what you’re
doing.MenuShows you a list of options, which vary depending on what you’re doing with your
Kindle at the time. This button will be incredibly useful and will pop up a lot in the pages that
follow.BackThis button takes you back to where you were before, but don’t confuse it with the
Prev Page button. Instead of going back in the pages of a document, it goes back to the previous
activity. For example, you might 1) view your book list, 2) select a book and read a few pages
that bore you, and then 3) go to the built-in Kindle bookstore to browse for a new book. Pressing
the Back button will take you from the Kindle bookstore back to the boring book you were
reading. Press it again and you’ll go back to your book list.TipJumping around in a book with
anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page buttons counts as an activity that the Back
button will take you to. This makes the Back button really useful if you go to a footnote or to the
Table of Contents in your book and then want to return to the page you just left.The Joystick (or
5-Way Controller)This button is basically five buttons in one. (Ebook Library calls this the “5-way
controller”, which is a mouthful. Although the button takes different shapes on different Kindles,
this book calls it the “joystick”.) Push it up, down, left, or right and it will move either the cursor (if
you’re reading a book) or the current selection (if you’re in your book list) in the direction you
push. Press the joystick just like any other button and you’ll either start or end a text selection (if
you’re reading a book), or select the highlighted item (if you’re in your book list).Alphanumeric
KeysThe letters, numbers, punctuation keys, and space bar are just like the ones on your
computer keyboard with the exception that someone blasted them with a really powerful shrink
ray.DelDeletes anything you’re typing, one character at a time. This works just like a Return or
Enter key on a typical keyboard.AltHold this button down while pressing other buttons for
shortcuts to certain actions. For example, Alt-B will create a bookmark on the page you’re
reading.↑This works much like the Shift key on a typical keyboard. Hold it down to type letters in
caps. Click it once and only the next letter you type will be capitalized.SymTo type colons,
semicolons, or any other text symbols like @, press this key and use the joystick to choose the
symbol you need.AaThis is the key for controlling font sizes, words per line, text-to-speech, and
the screen rotation (all covered in Chapter 4).The BatteryMake the most of your Kindle’s battery
by remembering the following:The battery is not removable. This means that you can’t just buy a
second battery and easily swap it out with one that has run out of juice. Lucky for you, the battery
lasts a really long time.The battery lasts a really long time. Using one simple setting (discussed
in the next section), you can get your Kindle battery to last for weeks, not mere hours or days.
Not many high-end devices can brag about battery life that lasts longer than the World
Series.You can charge your battery with a standard outlet or via USB. If outlets are scarce, but a
computer (presumably a laptop) with USB is handy, you can connect your Kindle to most
computers for charging. This works whether or not you leave your Kindle in disk mode. (Read
more on disk mode in Approach 2b: Upload from Your Computer on page 32)You can leave your
Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook Library uses the most advanced battery technology, so you
won’t fry your battery if it stays plugged in after being fully charged.Maximizing Battery LifeThe



battery life in your Kindle will go from lasting a few days to a few weeks depending on one
setting, namely the built-in wireless service called WhisperNet. The next section discusses
WhisperNet at greater length, but right now you just need to know that it is the most battery-
hungry part of your Kindle by a mile. To turn off WhisperNet and maximize your battery life, do
the following:Press the Menu button. A menu appears on the right side of your Kindle
screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless Off” is underlined. Press the joystick to
select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to turn the wireless back on (for reasons
that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1 and 2, but this time the menu will say
“Turn Wireless On”.You should be aware that, over time, rechargeable batteries like the one in
your Kindle will hold less power. If you’ve ever had to replace a laptop battery because it only
gave 20 minutes of work after a “full” charge, you know how frustrating this can be.According to
Ebook Library, after recharging the Kindle battery 500 times, it should still hold 80% of its original
charge. This means that if you recharge your battery an average of once a week, it will still hold
most of its charge almost ten years later. That said, if for some reason your battery does go
south prematurely, Ebook Library will replace it for free in the first year of purchase and for $60
thereafter.WhisperNetIt must be said that wireless networks aren’t exactly noisy, so WhisperNet
is an odd name for the Kindle’s built-in wireless networking. Perhaps the name is meant to evoke
the idea that WhisperNet quietly does its thing without expecting you to undertake any
complicated setup or troubleshooting (or for that matter, any paying!). If that’s the idea, then
WhisperNet pretty much lives up to its name.What you need to know about WhisperNet is that 1)
it’s free, and 2) it works pretty much anywhere you get cell phone reception. Ebook Library has
worked out a deal with cell phone companies, like Sprint in the United States, to allow all Kindles
unfettered access to their data networks. This means no contracts, no monthly bills, and no
worries about going over your allotted data limits. It’s like an Internet service dream come
true.NoteIf you have one of the new Kindle WiFi models, you don’t have the great WhisperNet
service. Because the Kindle WiFi was announced but not available at this writing, this book
doesn’t cover connecting your Kindle to a WiFi network. For that, read the Ebook Library Kindle
User’s Guide, available at .The whole point of WhisperNet is to give you access to the built-in
bookstore in your Kindle. The beauty of it comes when you’re stranded in an airport and need a
new book to read. But just remember that just about any other uses of WhisperNet are either not
free or not supported, as explained below.The truth is that Ebook Library pays phone companies
for WhisperNet service and builds most of the cost into the price of the books you purchase from
the Kindle bookstore. This means there are some caveats to this otherwise blissful state of
connectedness, namely:The connection only works with your Kindle. You didn’t hit the Internet
service jackpot just for buying a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to connect your Kindle to a laptop,
iPod Touch, or anything else that might want to share in the free Internet. Because the built-in
web browser in the Kindle is generously called “experimental” (see Chapter 6), you won’t be
using WhisperNet to watch YouTube or play Farmville on Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to
send your own documents to your Kindle through WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other



carriers behind WhisperNet aren’t giving you free Internet service out of the goodness of their
hearts. Ebook Library is footing the bill. So if you’re going to send your own stuff to your Kindle
through WhisperNet (see Approach 1: Convert and Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook
Library makes you pay for it.WhisperNet is a battery hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is
the most battery-hungry thing in your Kindle. Turn it off using the instructions above to extend
your battery life from days to weeks.Master the Kindle MenusAs you get to know your Kindle, it’s
really important that you get to know the Menu button. Everything you do on your Kindle —
reading (Chapter 4), shopping for books (Chapter 2), or even listening to music (Chapter 6) —
has special options delivered by pressing the Menu button. If you don’t use the Menu button,
there are some things you’d never be able to do with your Kindle.The most important thing to
know about the Kindle menus (other than how to get to them) is that they change depending on
what you’re doing at the time. For example, as Figure 1-1 shows, the menu you get while in the
middle of a book is different than the menu you get when you’re looking at your book
list.Figure 1-1. You’d see the menu on the left if you clicked the Menu button while reading a
book. The menu on the right appears if you click the Menu button while in your book list.Going
forward, this book will refer to the Kindle menus a lot. Once in a menu, you navigate them with
your joystick button — up and down to move the bold underline that indicates what’s selected,
and pressing the joystick to select. But you can also access many of the functions in the Kindle’s
menus in other ways, like with keyboard shortcuts. (A handy list of keyboard shortcuts can be
found at the end of this book.)The ScreenThe ScreenThe ScreenThe ScreenThe ScreenAll
versions of the Kindle use a screen technology called E Ink. It’s quite unlike the screens on any
computer you’ve used before, because an E Ink display looks just like a printed page. That
brings with it many of the big advantages of print, namely:E Ink is easy to read in broad daylight,
unlike the screen on your laptop.It’s also readable from any viewing angle (except when facing
directly away from you, of course!). Tilt your screen around and you’ll see it looks the same, not
faded or, in the case of old LCD screens, like a film negative.No electricity is necessary to keep
the letters from disappearing.If you stop to think about it, this last point is a big deal. Pretty much
every electronic device you’ve ever used needs power to keep the screen going. (This is even
true of old LCD wristwatches. Remember when those were cutting-edge?) E Ink displays, like
the one in your Kindle, only need power to change the screen but not to keep it going. This is
why your Kindle gets incredible battery life. It’s also why it switches into one of those
screensaver images and just stays there while it’s asleep. The screensaver image doesn’t take a
single extra electron of power once it’s put in place.Another compelling advantage of E Ink is
reduced eye strain. iPads, laptops, and anything else that uses modern LCD displays all require
backlighting. That means that there are lights built into the screens and these lights shine out
through the liquid crystals that make them visible. While this makes for bright, colorful displays,
it’s also roughly equivalent to someone shining a flashlight in your face. (Though new OLED
displays don’t use backlights, the flashlight-in-your-face problem is the same.) If you’ve ever sat
in front of your computer for too long, this is one of the reasons it makes your eyes tired.But E Ink



isn’t dancing on the graves of LCD screens yet, for some glaringly obvious drawbacks:It only
shows shades of gray, which feels a bit 19th-century.BYOL: Bring your own light. No backlighting
means you’ll need to have your own light source, like a lamp, a book light, or, that old standby,
the sun.The screen takes more than a nanosecond to refresh, enough time that page turns feel
pretty slow for this nanosecond world of ours. (Plus, the ink capsules get reset between page
turns, making your page look like it briefly dropped into “opposite world.”) Let’s just say you won’t
want to watch a movie on this thing.Power Users’ Clinic: How E Ink WorksE Ink is even niftier
when you know how it works. Basically, an E Ink display is made up of millions of itty-bitty
capsules, each the thickness of a human hair. The capsules have even smaller white and black
particles inside. The white particles and black particles get negative or positive electric charges
that force them to repel or attract each other, producing capsules that look white, black, or
shades of gray. (Color E Ink displays are in the works.)These capsules get printed onto a piece
of plastic backed by a circuit board filled with tiny circuits, each circuit representing each pixel of
the display. The circuits control the electric charge of white and black particles in the
capsules.Because E Ink can be printed onto other surfaces, theoretically just about anything
could be an E Ink display. Right now, flat surfaces work best because the underlying circuits tend
to be on flat circuit boards. But the smart people behind all of this stuff have already designed
bendable circuits, so the day isn’t far off when you can roll up your E Ink paper and stick it in your
bag.Because the holy grail of display technology isn’t here yet, you just have to accept the
tradeoffs. The improved battery life and the easy readability of the E Ink display outweigh the
drawbacks for quite a lot of people.The ScreenThe ScreenThe ScreenThe ScreenAll versions of
the Kindle use a screen technology called E Ink. It’s quite unlike the screens on any computer
you’ve used before, because an E Ink display looks just like a printed page. That brings with it
many of the big advantages of print, namely:E Ink is easy to read in broad daylight, unlike the
screen on your laptop.It’s also readable from any viewing angle (except when facing directly
away from you, of course!). Tilt your screen around and you’ll see it looks the same, not faded or,
in the case of old LCD screens, like a film negative.No electricity is necessary to keep the letters
from disappearing.E Ink is easy to read in broad daylight, unlike the screen on your laptop.It’s
also readable from any viewing angle (except when facing directly away from you, of course!).
Tilt your screen around and you’ll see it looks the same, not faded or, in the case of old LCD
screens, like a film negative.No electricity is necessary to keep the letters from disappearing.E
Ink is easy to read in broad daylight, unlike the screen on your laptop.It’s also readable from any
viewing angle (except when facing directly away from you, of course!). Tilt your screen around
and you’ll see it looks the same, not faded or, in the case of old LCD screens, like a film
negative.No electricity is necessary to keep the letters from disappearing.If you stop to think
about it, this last point is a big deal. Pretty much every electronic device you’ve ever used needs
power to keep the screen going. (This is even true of old LCD wristwatches. Remember when
those were cutting-edge?) E Ink displays, like the one in your Kindle, only need power to change
the screen but not to keep it going. This is why your Kindle gets incredible battery life. It’s also



why it switches into one of those screensaver images and just stays there while it’s asleep. The
screensaver image doesn’t take a single extra electron of power once it’s put in place.Another
compelling advantage of E Ink is reduced eye strain. iPads, laptops, and anything else that uses
modern LCD displays all require backlighting. That means that there are lights built into the
screens and these lights shine out through the liquid crystals that make them visible. While this
makes for bright, colorful displays, it’s also roughly equivalent to someone shining a flashlight in
your face. (Though new OLED displays don’t use backlights, the flashlight-in-your-face problem
is the same.) If you’ve ever sat in front of your computer for too long, this is one of the reasons it
makes your eyes tired.But E Ink isn’t dancing on the graves of LCD screens yet, for some
glaringly obvious drawbacks:It only shows shades of gray, which feels a bit 19th-century.BYOL:
Bring your own light. No backlighting means you’ll need to have your own light source, like a
lamp, a book light, or, that old standby, the sun.The screen takes more than a nanosecond to
refresh, enough time that page turns feel pretty slow for this nanosecond world of ours. (Plus, the
ink capsules get reset between page turns, making your page look like it briefly dropped into
“opposite world.”) Let’s just say you won’t want to watch a movie on this thing.It only shows
shades of gray, which feels a bit 19th-century.BYOL: Bring your own light. No backlighting means
you’ll need to have your own light source, like a lamp, a book light, or, that old standby, the
sun.The screen takes more than a nanosecond to refresh, enough time that page turns feel
pretty slow for this nanosecond world of ours. (Plus, the ink capsules get reset between page
turns, making your page look like it briefly dropped into “opposite world.”) Let’s just say you won’t
want to watch a movie on this thing.It only shows shades of gray, which feels a bit 19th-
century.BYOL: Bring your own light. No backlighting means you’ll need to have your own light
source, like a lamp, a book light, or, that old standby, the sun.The screen takes more than a
nanosecond to refresh, enough time that page turns feel pretty slow for this nanosecond world of
ours. (Plus, the ink capsules get reset between page turns, making your page look like it briefly
dropped into “opposite world.”) Let’s just say you won’t want to watch a movie on this
thing.Power Users’ Clinic: How E Ink WorksE Ink is even niftier when you know how it works.
Basically, an E Ink display is made up of millions of itty-bitty capsules, each the thickness of a
human hair. The capsules have even smaller white and black particles inside. The white
particles and black particles get negative or positive electric charges that force them to repel or
attract each other, producing capsules that look white, black, or shades of gray. (Color E Ink
displays are in the works.)These capsules get printed onto a piece of plastic backed by a circuit
board filled with tiny circuits, each circuit representing each pixel of the display. The circuits
control the electric charge of white and black particles in the capsules.Because E Ink can be
printed onto other surfaces, theoretically just about anything could be an E Ink display. Right
now, flat surfaces work best because the underlying circuits tend to be on flat circuit boards. But
the smart people behind all of this stuff have already designed bendable circuits, so the day isn’t
far off when you can roll up your E Ink paper and stick it in your bag.Power Users’ Clinic: How E
Ink WorksE Ink is even niftier when you know how it works. Basically, an E Ink display is made up



of millions of itty-bitty capsules, each the thickness of a human hair. The capsules have even
smaller white and black particles inside. The white particles and black particles get negative or
positive electric charges that force them to repel or attract each other, producing capsules that
look white, black, or shades of gray. (Color E Ink displays are in the works.)These capsules get
printed onto a piece of plastic backed by a circuit board filled with tiny circuits, each circuit
representing each pixel of the display. The circuits control the electric charge of white and black
particles in the capsules.Because E Ink can be printed onto other surfaces, theoretically just
about anything could be an E Ink display. Right now, flat surfaces work best because the
underlying circuits tend to be on flat circuit boards. But the smart people behind all of this stuff
have already designed bendable circuits, so the day isn’t far off when you can roll up your E Ink
paper and stick it in your bag.Because the holy grail of display technology isn’t here yet, you just
have to accept the tradeoffs. The improved battery life and the easy readability of the E Ink
display outweigh the drawbacks for quite a lot of people.Buttons GaloreThe Kindle has an awful
lot of buttons for something that is meant to replace books (which are decidedly button-free). But
when there aren’t any pages to turn or margins to write in, buttons make up for it all. At this point,
a button rundown is in order.Next PageDoes what it says and takes you to the next page of your
books, periodicals, documents, and book list.Prev PageLike Next Page but going backwards
instead of forwards.HomeTakes you to your book list, no matter where you are or what you’re
doing.MenuShows you a list of options, which vary depending on what you’re doing with your
Kindle at the time. This button will be incredibly useful and will pop up a lot in the pages that
follow.BackThis button takes you back to where you were before, but don’t confuse it with the
Prev Page button. Instead of going back in the pages of a document, it goes back to the previous
activity. For example, you might 1) view your book list, 2) select a book and read a few pages
that bore you, and then 3) go to the built-in Kindle bookstore to browse for a new book. Pressing
the Back button will take you from the Kindle bookstore back to the boring book you were
reading. Press it again and you’ll go back to your book list.TipJumping around in a book with
anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page buttons counts as an activity that the Back
button will take you to. This makes the Back button really useful if you go to a footnote or to the
Table of Contents in your book and then want to return to the page you just left.The Joystick (or
5-Way Controller)This button is basically five buttons in one. (Ebook Library calls this the “5-way
controller”, which is a mouthful. Although the button takes different shapes on different Kindles,
this book calls it the “joystick”.) Push it up, down, left, or right and it will move either the cursor (if
you’re reading a book) or the current selection (if you’re in your book list) in the direction you
push. Press the joystick just like any other button and you’ll either start or end a text selection (if
you’re reading a book), or select the highlighted item (if you’re in your book list).Alphanumeric
KeysThe letters, numbers, punctuation keys, and space bar are just like the ones on your
computer keyboard with the exception that someone blasted them with a really powerful shrink
ray.DelDeletes anything you’re typing, one character at a time. This works just like a Return or
Enter key on a typical keyboard.AltHold this button down while pressing other buttons for



shortcuts to certain actions. For example, Alt-B will create a bookmark on the page you’re
reading.↑This works much like the Shift key on a typical keyboard. Hold it down to type letters in
caps. Click it once and only the next letter you type will be capitalized.SymTo type colons,
semicolons, or any other text symbols like @, press this key and use the joystick to choose the
symbol you need.AaThis is the key for controlling font sizes, words per line, text-to-speech, and
the screen rotation (all covered in Chapter 4).Buttons GaloreButtons GaloreButtons
GaloreButtons GaloreThe Kindle has an awful lot of buttons for something that is meant to
replace books (which are decidedly button-free). But when there aren’t any pages to turn or
margins to write in, buttons make up for it all. At this point, a button rundown is in order.Next
PageDoes what it says and takes you to the next page of your books, periodicals, documents,
and book list.Next PageNext PageNext PageNext PageDoes what it says and takes you to the
next page of your books, periodicals, documents, and book list.Prev PageLike Next Page but
going backwards instead of forwards.Prev PagePrev PagePrev PagePrev PageLike Next Page
but going backwards instead of forwards.HomeTakes you to your book list, no matter where you
are or what you’re doing.HomeHomeHomeHomeTakes you to your book list, no matter where
you are or what you’re doing.MenuShows you a list of options, which vary depending on what
you’re doing with your Kindle at the time. This button will be incredibly useful and will pop up a lot
in the pages that follow.MenuMenuMenuMenuShows you a list of options, which vary depending
on what you’re doing with your Kindle at the time. This button will be incredibly useful and will
pop up a lot in the pages that follow.BackThis button takes you back to where you were before,
but don’t confuse it with the Prev Page button. Instead of going back in the pages of a document,
it goes back to the previous activity. For example, you might 1) view your book list, 2) select a
book and read a few pages that bore you, and then 3) go to the built-in Kindle bookstore to
browse for a new book. Pressing the Back button will take you from the Kindle bookstore back to
the boring book you were reading. Press it again and you’ll go back to your book list.TipJumping
around in a book with anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page buttons counts as an
activity that the Back button will take you to. This makes the Back button really useful if you go to
a footnote or to the Table of Contents in your book and then want to return to the page you just
left.BackBackBackBackThis button takes you back to where you were before, but don’t confuse
it with the Prev Page button. Instead of going back in the pages of a document, it goes back to
the previous activity. For example, you might 1) view your book list, 2) select a book and read a
few pages that bore you, and then 3) go to the built-in Kindle bookstore to browse for a new
book. Pressing the Back button will take you from the Kindle bookstore back to the boring book
you were reading. Press it again and you’ll go back to your book list.TipJumping around in a
book with anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page buttons counts as an activity that the
Back button will take you to. This makes the Back button really useful if you go to a footnote or to
the Table of Contents in your book and then want to return to the page you just left.TipJumping
around in a book with anything other than the Next Page or Prev Page buttons counts as an
activity that the Back button will take you to. This makes the Back button really useful if you go to



a footnote or to the Table of Contents in your book and then want to return to the page you just
left.The Joystick (or 5-Way Controller)This button is basically five buttons in one. (Ebook Library
calls this the “5-way controller”, which is a mouthful. Although the button takes different shapes
on different Kindles, this book calls it the “joystick”.) Push it up, down, left, or right and it will
move either the cursor (if you’re reading a book) or the current selection (if you’re in your book
list) in the direction you push. Press the joystick just like any other button and you’ll either start or
end a text selection (if you’re reading a book), or select the highlighted item (if you’re in your
book list).The Joystick (or 5-Way Controller)The Joystick (or 5-Way Controller)The Joystick (or 5-
Way Controller)The Joystick (or 5-Way Controller)This button is basically five buttons in one.
(Ebook Library calls this the “5-way controller”, which is a mouthful. Although the button takes
different shapes on different Kindles, this book calls it the “joystick”.) Push it up, down, left, or
right and it will move either the cursor (if you’re reading a book) or the current selection (if you’re
in your book list) in the direction you push. Press the joystick just like any other button and you’ll
either start or end a text selection (if you’re reading a book), or select the highlighted item (if
you’re in your book list).Alphanumeric KeysThe letters, numbers, punctuation keys, and space
bar are just like the ones on your computer keyboard with the exception that someone blasted
them with a really powerful shrink ray.Alphanumeric KeysAlphanumeric KeysAlphanumeric
KeysAlphanumeric KeysThe letters, numbers, punctuation keys, and space bar are just like the
ones on your computer keyboard with the exception that someone blasted them with a really
powerful shrink ray.DelDeletes anything you’re typing, one character at a
time.DelDelDelDelDeletes anything you’re typing, one character at a time. This works just like a
Return or Enter key on a typical keyboard.    This works just like a Return or Enter key on a
typical keyboard.AltHold this button down while pressing other buttons for shortcuts to certain
actions. For example, Alt-B will create a bookmark on the page you’re reading.AltAltAltAltHold
this button down while pressing other buttons for shortcuts to certain actions. For example, Alt-B
will create a bookmark on the page you’re reading.↑This works much like the Shift key on a
typical keyboard. Hold it down to type letters in caps. Click it once and only the next letter you
type will be capitalized.↑↑↑↑This works much like the Shift key on a typical keyboard. Hold it
down to type letters in caps. Click it once and only the next letter you type will be
capitalized.SymTo type colons, semicolons, or any other text symbols like @, press this key and
use the joystick to choose the symbol you need.SymSymSymSymTo type colons, semicolons,
or any other text symbols like @, press this key and use the joystick to choose the symbol you
need.AaThis is the key for controlling font sizes, words per line, text-to-speech, and the screen
rotation (all covered in Chapter 4).AaAaAaAaThis is the key for controlling font sizes, words per
line, text-to-speech, and the screen rotation (all covered in Chapter 4).The BatteryMake the
most of your Kindle’s battery by remembering the following:The battery is not removable. This
means that you can’t just buy a second battery and easily swap it out with one that has run out of
juice. Lucky for you, the battery lasts a really long time.The battery lasts a really long time. Using
one simple setting (discussed in the next section), you can get your Kindle battery to last for



weeks, not mere hours or days. Not many high-end devices can brag about battery life that lasts
longer than the World Series.You can charge your battery with a standard outlet or via USB. If
outlets are scarce, but a computer (presumably a laptop) with USB is handy, you can connect
your Kindle to most computers for charging. This works whether or not you leave your Kindle in
disk mode. (Read more on disk mode in Approach 2b: Upload from Your Computer on page
32)You can leave your Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook Library uses the most advanced
battery technology, so you won’t fry your battery if it stays plugged in after being fully
charged.Maximizing Battery LifeThe battery life in your Kindle will go from lasting a few days to a
few weeks depending on one setting, namely the built-in wireless service called WhisperNet.
The next section discusses WhisperNet at greater length, but right now you just need to know
that it is the most battery-hungry part of your Kindle by a mile. To turn off WhisperNet and
maximize your battery life, do the following:Press the Menu button. A menu appears on the right
side of your Kindle screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless Off” is underlined. Press
the joystick to select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to turn the wireless back on
(for reasons that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1 and 2, but this time the
menu will say “Turn Wireless On”.You should be aware that, over time, rechargeable batteries
like the one in your Kindle will hold less power. If you’ve ever had to replace a laptop battery
because it only gave 20 minutes of work after a “full” charge, you know how frustrating this can
be.According to Ebook Library, after recharging the Kindle battery 500 times, it should still hold
80% of its original charge. This means that if you recharge your battery an average of once a
week, it will still hold most of its charge almost ten years later. That said, if for some reason your
battery does go south prematurely, Ebook Library will replace it for free in the first year of
purchase and for $60 thereafter.The BatteryThe BatteryThe BatteryThe BatteryMake the most
of your Kindle’s battery by remembering the following:The battery is not removable. This means
that you can’t just buy a second battery and easily swap it out with one that has run out of juice.
Lucky for you, the battery lasts a really long time.The battery lasts a really long time. Using one
simple setting (discussed in the next section), you can get your Kindle battery to last for weeks,
not mere hours or days. Not many high-end devices can brag about battery life that lasts longer
than the World Series.You can charge your battery with a standard outlet or via USB. If outlets
are scarce, but a computer (presumably a laptop) with USB is handy, you can connect your
Kindle to most computers for charging. This works whether or not you leave your Kindle in disk
mode. (Read more on disk mode in Approach 2b: Upload from Your Computer on page 32)You
can leave your Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook Library uses the most advanced battery
technology, so you won’t fry your battery if it stays plugged in after being fully charged.The
battery is not removable. This means that you can’t just buy a second battery and easily swap it
out with one that has run out of juice. Lucky for you, the battery lasts a really long time.The
battery lasts a really long time. Using one simple setting (discussed in the next section), you can
get your Kindle battery to last for weeks, not mere hours or days. Not many high-end devices
can brag about battery life that lasts longer than the World Series.You can charge your battery



with a standard outlet or via USB. If outlets are scarce, but a computer (presumably a laptop)
with USB is handy, you can connect your Kindle to most computers for charging. This works
whether or not you leave your Kindle in disk mode. (Read more on disk mode in Approach 2b:
Upload from Your Computer on page 32)You can leave your Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook
Library uses the most advanced battery technology, so you won’t fry your battery if it stays
plugged in after being fully charged.The battery is not removable. This means that you can’t just
buy a second battery and easily swap it out with one that has run out of juice. Lucky for you, the
battery lasts a really long time.The battery lasts a really long time. Using one simple setting
(discussed in the next section), you can get your Kindle battery to last for weeks, not mere hours
or days. Not many high-end devices can brag about battery life that lasts longer than the World
Series.You can charge your battery with a standard outlet or via USB. If outlets are scarce, but a
computer (presumably a laptop) with USB is handy, you can connect your Kindle to most
computers for charging. This works whether or not you leave your Kindle in disk mode. (Read
more on disk mode in Approach 2b: Upload from Your Computer on page 32)You can leave your
Kindle plugged in if you want. Ebook Library uses the most advanced battery technology, so you
won’t fry your battery if it stays plugged in after being fully charged.Maximizing Battery LifeThe
battery life in your Kindle will go from lasting a few days to a few weeks depending on one
setting, namely the built-in wireless service called WhisperNet. The next section discusses
WhisperNet at greater length, but right now you just need to know that it is the most battery-
hungry part of your Kindle by a mile. To turn off WhisperNet and maximize your battery life, do
the following:Press the Menu button. A menu appears on the right side of your Kindle
screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless Off” is underlined. Press the joystick to
select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to turn the wireless back on (for reasons
that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1 and 2, but this time the menu will say
“Turn Wireless On”.You should be aware that, over time, rechargeable batteries like the one in
your Kindle will hold less power. If you’ve ever had to replace a laptop battery because it only
gave 20 minutes of work after a “full” charge, you know how frustrating this can be.According to
Ebook Library, after recharging the Kindle battery 500 times, it should still hold 80% of its original
charge. This means that if you recharge your battery an average of once a week, it will still hold
most of its charge almost ten years later. That said, if for some reason your battery does go
south prematurely, Ebook Library will replace it for free in the first year of purchase and for $60
thereafter.Maximizing Battery LifeMaximizing Battery LifeMaximizing Battery LifeMaximizing
Battery LifeThe battery life in your Kindle will go from lasting a few days to a few weeks
depending on one setting, namely the built-in wireless service called WhisperNet. The next
section discusses WhisperNet at greater length, but right now you just need to know that it is the
most battery-hungry part of your Kindle by a mile. To turn off WhisperNet and maximize your
battery life, do the following:Press the Menu button. A menu appears on the right side of your
Kindle screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless Off” is underlined. Press the joystick
to select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to turn the wireless back on (for



reasons that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1 and 2, but this time the menu
will say “Turn Wireless On”.Press the Menu button. A menu appears on the right side of your
Kindle screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless Off” is underlined. Press the joystick
to select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to turn the wireless back on (for
reasons that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1 and 2, but this time the menu
will say “Turn Wireless On”.Press the Menu button. A menu appears on the right side of your
Kindle screen.With the joystick, click up until “Turn Wireless Off” is underlined. Press the joystick
to select this option and turn off your wireless.If you want to turn the wireless back on (for
reasons that will be clear in the next section), just follow steps 1 and 2, but this time the menu
will say “Turn Wireless On”.You should be aware that, over time, rechargeable batteries like the
one in your Kindle will hold less power. If you’ve ever had to replace a laptop battery because it
only gave 20 minutes of work after a “full” charge, you know how frustrating this can
be.According to Ebook Library, after recharging the Kindle battery 500 times, it should still hold
80% of its original charge. This means that if you recharge your battery an average of once a
week, it will still hold most of its charge almost ten years later. That said, if for some reason your
battery does go south prematurely, Ebook Library will replace it for free in the first year of
purchase and for $60 thereafter.WhisperNetIt must be said that wireless networks aren’t exactly
noisy, so WhisperNet is an odd name for the Kindle’s built-in wireless networking. Perhaps the
name is meant to evoke the idea that WhisperNet quietly does its thing without expecting you to
undertake any complicated setup or troubleshooting (or for that matter, any paying!). If that’s the
idea, then WhisperNet pretty much lives up to its name.What you need to know about
WhisperNet is that 1) it’s free, and 2) it works pretty much anywhere you get cell phone
reception. Ebook Library has worked out a deal with cell phone companies, like Sprint in the
United States, to allow all Kindles unfettered access to their data networks. This means no
contracts, no monthly bills, and no worries about going over your allotted data limits. It’s like an
Internet service dream come true.NoteIf you have one of the new Kindle WiFi models, you don’t
have the great WhisperNet service. Because the Kindle WiFi was announced but not available at
this writing, this book doesn’t cover connecting your Kindle to a WiFi network. For that, read the
Ebook Library Kindle User’s Guide, available at .The whole point of WhisperNet is to give you
access to the built-in bookstore in your Kindle. The beauty of it comes when you’re stranded in
an airport and need a new book to read. But just remember that just about any other uses of
WhisperNet are either not free or not supported, as explained below.The truth is that Ebook
Library pays phone companies for WhisperNet service and builds most of the cost into the price
of the books you purchase from the Kindle bookstore. This means there are some caveats to this
otherwise blissful state of connectedness, namely:The connection only works with your Kindle.
You didn’t hit the Internet service jackpot just for buying a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to
connect your Kindle to a laptop, iPod Touch, or anything else that might want to share in the free
Internet. Because the built-in web browser in the Kindle is generously called “experimental” (see
Chapter 6), you won’t be using WhisperNet to watch YouTube or play Farmville on



Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to send your own documents to your Kindle through
WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other carriers behind WhisperNet aren’t giving you free
Internet service out of the goodness of their hearts. Ebook Library is footing the bill. So if you’re
going to send your own stuff to your Kindle through WhisperNet (see Approach 1: Convert and
Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook Library makes you pay for it.WhisperNet is a battery
hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is the most battery-hungry thing in your Kindle. Turn it off
using the instructions above to extend your battery life from days to
weeks.WhisperNetWhisperNetWhisperNetWhisperNetIt must be said that wireless networks
aren’t exactly noisy, so WhisperNet is an odd name for the Kindle’s built-in wireless networking.
Perhaps the name is meant to evoke the idea that WhisperNet quietly does its thing without
expecting you to undertake any complicated setup or troubleshooting (or for that matter, any
paying!). If that’s the idea, then WhisperNet pretty much lives up to its name.What you need to
know about WhisperNet is that 1) it’s free, and 2) it works pretty much anywhere you get cell
phone reception. Ebook Library has worked out a deal with cell phone companies, like Sprint in
the United States, to allow all Kindles unfettered access to their data networks. This means no
contracts, no monthly bills, and no worries about going over your allotted data limits. It’s like an
Internet service dream come true.NoteIf you have one of the new Kindle WiFi models, you don’t
have the great WhisperNet service. Because the Kindle WiFi was announced but not available at
this writing, this book doesn’t cover connecting your Kindle to a WiFi network. For that, read the
Ebook Library Kindle User’s Guide, available at .NoteIf you have one of the new Kindle WiFi
models, you don’t have the great WhisperNet service. Because the Kindle WiFi was announced
but not available at this writing, this book doesn’t cover connecting your Kindle to a WiFi
network. For that, read the Ebook Library Kindle User’s Guide, available at .The whole point of
WhisperNet is to give you access to the built-in bookstore in your Kindle. The beauty of it comes
when you’re stranded in an airport and need a new book to read. But just remember that just
about any other uses of WhisperNet are either not free or not supported, as explained
below.The truth is that Ebook Library pays phone companies for WhisperNet service and builds
most of the cost into the price of the books you purchase from the Kindle bookstore. This means
there are some caveats to this otherwise blissful state of connectedness, namely:The
connection only works with your Kindle. You didn’t hit the Internet service jackpot just for buying
a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to connect your Kindle to a laptop, iPod Touch, or anything else
that might want to share in the free Internet. Because the built-in web browser in the Kindle is
generously called “experimental” (see Chapter 6), you won’t be using WhisperNet to watch
YouTube or play Farmville on Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to send your own documents to
your Kindle through WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other carriers behind WhisperNet
aren’t giving you free Internet service out of the goodness of their hearts. Ebook Library is
footing the bill. So if you’re going to send your own stuff to your Kindle through WhisperNet (see
Approach 1: Convert and Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook Library makes you pay for
it.WhisperNet is a battery hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is the most battery-hungry



thing in your Kindle. Turn it off using the instructions above to extend your battery life from days
to weeks.The connection only works with your Kindle. You didn’t hit the Internet service jackpot
just for buying a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to connect your Kindle to a laptop, iPod Touch, or
anything else that might want to share in the free Internet. Because the built-in web browser in
the Kindle is generously called “experimental” (see Chapter 6), you won’t be using WhisperNet
to watch YouTube or play Farmville on Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to send your own
documents to your Kindle through WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other carriers behind
WhisperNet aren’t giving you free Internet service out of the goodness of their hearts. Ebook
Library is footing the bill. So if you’re going to send your own stuff to your Kindle through
WhisperNet (see Approach 1: Convert and Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook Library
makes you pay for it.WhisperNet is a battery hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is the most
battery-hungry thing in your Kindle. Turn it off using the instructions above to extend your battery
life from days to weeks.The connection only works with your Kindle. You didn’t hit the Internet
service jackpot just for buying a Kindle. There’s no (legal) way to connect your Kindle to a laptop,
iPod Touch, or anything else that might want to share in the free Internet. Because the built-in
web browser in the Kindle is generously called “experimental” (see Chapter 6), you won’t be
using WhisperNet to watch YouTube or play Farmville on Facebook.You’ll pay Ebook Library to
send your own documents to your Kindle through WhisperNet. Of course, Sprint and the other
carriers behind WhisperNet aren’t giving you free Internet service out of the goodness of their
hearts. Ebook Library is footing the bill. So if you’re going to send your own stuff to your Kindle
through WhisperNet (see Approach 1: Convert and Upload via WhisperNet on page 27), Ebook
Library makes you pay for it.WhisperNet is a battery hog. As pointed out above, WhisperNet is
the most battery-hungry thing in your Kindle. Turn it off using the instructions above to extend
your battery life from days to weeks.Master the Kindle MenusAs you get to know your Kindle, it’s
really important that you get to know the Menu button. Everything you do on your Kindle —
reading (Chapter 4), shopping for books (Chapter 2), or even listening to music (Chapter 6) —
has special options delivered by pressing the Menu button. If you don’t use the Menu button,
there are some things you’d never be able to do with your Kindle.The most important thing to
know about the Kindle menus (other than how to get to them) is that they change depending on
what you’re doing at the time. For example, as Figure 1-1 shows, the menu you get while in the
middle of a book is different than the menu you get when you’re looking at your book
list.Figure 1-1. You’d see the menu on the left if you clicked the Menu button while reading a
book. The menu on the right appears if you click the Menu button while in your book list.Going
forward, this book will refer to the Kindle menus a lot. Once in a menu, you navigate them with
your joystick button — up and down to move the bold underline that indicates what’s selected,
and pressing the joystick to select. But you can also access many of the functions in the Kindle’s
menus in other ways, like with keyboard shortcuts. (A handy list of keyboard shortcuts can be
found at the end of this book.)Master the Kindle MenusMaster the Kindle MenusMaster the
Kindle MenusMaster the Kindle MenusAs you get to know your Kindle, it’s really important that



you get to know the Menu button. Everything you do on your Kindle — reading (Chapter 4),
shopping for books (Chapter 2), or even listening to music (Chapter 6) — has special options
delivered by pressing the Menu button. If you don’t use the Menu button, there are some things
you’d never be able to do with your Kindle.The most important thing to know about the Kindle
menus (other than how to get to them) is that they change depending on what you’re doing at
the time. For example, as Figure 1-1 shows, the menu you get while in the middle of a book is
different than the menu you get when you’re looking at your book list.Figure 1-1. You’d see the
menu on the left if you clicked the Menu button while reading a book. The menu on the right
appears if you click the Menu button while in your book list.Figure 1-1. You’d see the menu on
the left if you clicked the Menu button while reading a book. The menu on the right appears if you
click the Menu button while in your book list.Going forward, this book will refer to the Kindle
menus a lot. Once in a menu, you navigate them with your joystick button — up and down to
move the bold underline that indicates what’s selected, and pressing the joystick to select. But
you can also access many of the functions in the Kindle’s menus in other ways, like with
keyboard shortcuts. (A handy list of keyboard shortcuts can be found at the end of this
book.)Chapter 2. Getting Stuff to ReadAccording to Ebook Library, the two gigabytes of storage
hardwired into a Kindle 2 can hold over 1,500 books. Reading one book a week, it would take
almost 29 years to read that many books. If you have a Kindle DX or a new Kindle 3, you’d need
to spend over 67 years reading the 3,500 books it can hold. Of course, a lot of avid readers go
through more than just one book every week, but 1,500 to 3,500 books is a lot of reading no
matter how you look at it.If for some crazy reason your life’s goal is to read as many books as
your Kindle can hold, you’d better get started. So where do you get all these books to read?
That’s the point of this chapter. Although you have the largest digital bookstore at your fingertips,
it’s not the only way to get books onto your Kindle. This comes as a bit of a relief since those
1,500 books would cost you around $14,985 if you bought them all from Ebook Library.The truth
is pretty much any document you can read on your computer can be read on your Kindle, too.
That is, if you have the right tools, patience, and know-how. So what are you waiting for? Time to
get reading!The Kindle StoreOne wonders if Jeff Bezos, CEO of Ebook Library, saw the day
coming when a person sitting on a park bench somewhere could browse through over 600,000
books using a device that weighs as much as a single paperback. Whether or not he saw this in
the future, that future is here in the form of the Kindle bookstore.You can either shop the Kindle
store from your Kindle itself or from any device with a web browser. Because Ebook Library
keeps track of everything on their servers, it doesn’t matter how you do it or what device you use.
The really remarkable thing is that you don’t need a computer at all.Shopping from your
KindleNo matter what you’re doing on your Kindle at the time, you get to the Kindle store by
pressing the Menu button and selecting Shop in Kindle Store from the menu that appears. (A lot
of the time, this option is underlined by default when you pull up the menu. If you haven’t gotten
the message, Ebook Library really wants you to buy some books.) If you turned your wireless off,
your Kindle gently reminds you that it needs the wireless on to shop the store and asks you if it



can turn it on — a nice touch.Once in the store, you go to a main page that looks like the one in
Figure 2-1. You’ll first notice that the store sells more than just books — there’s also newspapers,
magazines, and blogs. (What? You thought blogs were free? Think again!)Ebook Library
changes this main page pretty regularly, but the basic elements tend to stay the same. You get
pointed to top selling books, both in the Kindle store and from the New York Times bestselling
list. (Not all of the New York Times’ bestsellers are available on the Kindle, but those that are will
be in this list.) Ebook Library also points you to a somewhat personalized set of recommended
books based on your purchase history.Chapter 2. Getting Stuff to ReadAccording to Ebook
Library, the two gigabytes of storage hardwired into a Kindle 2 can hold over 1,500 books.
Reading one book a week, it would take almost 29 years to read that many books. If you have a
Kindle DX or a new Kindle 3, you’d need to spend over 67 years reading the 3,500 books it can
hold. Of course, a lot of avid readers go through more than just one book every week, but 1,500
to 3,500 books is a lot of reading no matter how you look at it.If for some crazy reason your life’s
goal is to read as many books as your Kindle can hold, you’d better get started. So where do you
get all these books to read? That’s the point of this chapter. Although you have the largest digital
bookstore at your fingertips, it’s not the only way to get books onto your Kindle. This comes as a
bit of a relief since those 1,500 books would cost you around $14,985 if you bought them all from
Ebook Library.The truth is pretty much any document you can read on your computer can be
read on your Kindle, too. That is, if you have the right tools, patience, and know-how. So what are
you waiting for? Time to get reading!The Kindle StoreOne wonders if Jeff Bezos, CEO of Ebook
Library, saw the day coming when a person sitting on a park bench somewhere could browse
through over 600,000 books using a device that weighs as much as a single paperback.
Whether or not he saw this in the future, that future is here in the form of the Kindle
bookstore.You can either shop the Kindle store from your Kindle itself or from any device with a
web browser. Because Ebook Library keeps track of everything on their servers, it doesn’t matter
how you do it or what device you use. The really remarkable thing is that you don’t need a
computer at all.Shopping from your KindleNo matter what you’re doing on your Kindle at the
time, you get to the Kindle store by pressing the Menu button and selecting Shop in Kindle Store
from the menu that appears. (A lot of the time, this option is underlined by default when you pull
up the menu. If you haven’t gotten the message, Ebook Library really wants you to buy some
books.) If you turned your wireless off, your Kindle gently reminds you that it needs the wireless
on to shop the store and asks you if it can turn it on — a nice touch.Once in the store, you go to a
main page that looks like the one in Figure 2-1. You’ll first notice that the store sells more than
just books — there’s also newspapers, magazines, and blogs. (What? You thought blogs were
free? Think again!)Ebook Library changes this main page pretty regularly, but the basic
elements tend to stay the same. You get pointed to top selling books, both in the Kindle store
and from the New York Times bestselling list. (Not all of the New York Times’ bestsellers are
available on the Kindle, but those that are will be in this list.) Ebook Library also points you to a
somewhat personalized set of recommended books based on your purchase history.Chapter 2.



Getting Stuff to ReadAccording to Ebook Library, the two gigabytes of storage hardwired into a
Kindle 2 can hold over 1,500 books. Reading one book a week, it would take almost 29 years to
read that many books. If you have a Kindle DX or a new Kindle 3, you’d need to spend over 67
years reading the 3,500 books it can hold. Of course, a lot of avid readers go through more than
just one book every week, but 1,500 to 3,500 books is a lot of reading no matter how you look at
it.If for some crazy reason your life’s goal is to read as many books as your Kindle can hold,
you’d better get started. So where do you get all these books to read? That’s the point of this
chapter. Although you have the largest digital bookstore at your fingertips, it’s not the only way to
get books onto your Kindle. This comes as a bit of a relief since those 1,500 books would cost
you around $14,985 if you bought them all from Ebook Library.The truth is pretty much any
document you can read on your computer can be read on your Kindle, too. That is, if you have
the right tools, patience, and know-how. So what are you waiting for? Time to get reading!The
Kindle StoreOne wonders if Jeff Bezos, CEO of Ebook Library, saw the day coming when a
person sitting on a park bench somewhere could browse through over 600,000 books using a
device that weighs as much as a single paperback. Whether or not he saw this in the future, that
future is here in the form of the Kindle bookstore.You can either shop the Kindle store from your
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gently reminds you that it needs the wireless on to shop the store and asks you if it can turn it on
— a nice touch.Once in the store, you go to a main page that looks like the one in Figure 2-1.
You’ll first notice that the store sells more than just books — there’s also newspapers,
magazines, and blogs. (What? You thought blogs were free? Think again!)Ebook Library
changes this main page pretty regularly, but the basic elements tend to stay the same. You get
pointed to top selling books, both in the Kindle store and from the New York Times bestselling
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BumbleB, “Good Overall Manual - But No Specifics for Kindle 3. Although 'Kindle: the Mini
Missing Manual' came out on August 16th so close to the release of the new Kindle 3 (or K3 as
some users refer to it), the author states that the information included is applicable to "...any
version of the Kindle, except the first-generation model."And true to its word, if you are looking
for Kindle 3 specific information (like using WiFi), it's NOT here. In fact, the author recommends
referring back to the 'Amazon Kindle User's Guide' for specifics related to the Kindle 3.The book
also recommends you follow along with your Kindle (Kindle 2, DX or 3 that is) using the latest
firmware update which is version 2.5 right now. Whether future firmware updates will change the
information in this manual remains to be seen.Topics covered include:· Kindle screen, buttons,
battery, WhisperNet and menus· Getting e-books from the Kindle Store via your Kindle or the
Web Browser in the Kindle· Adding personal documents· Getting free books· Subscribing to
periodicals and blogs· Organizing your Kindle "library" (which Amazon calls "collections")·
Navigating and adjusting reading material on the screen· Using notes and highlighting· Listening
to books and podcasts· Surfing the web· Using the Kindle for e-mail, Twitter and Facebook·
Kindle Tricks: Playing games, adding photos, using Kindle as a personal organizer· Keyboard
shortcutsWho This Book Is For: It's ideal for someone totally new to using any Kindle. The topics
in this Mini Missing Manual apply best to a Kindle 2 or DX.The Pluses: You get a more
comprehensive Kindle manual than the 'Amazon Kindle User's Guide' with extras on using the
Kindle for more than just reading.The Minuses: The generic flavor of one manual for all Kindles
(well, except Kindle 1) is a bit disappointing now that there are potentially many first-time Kindle
users starting on a K3. Not to mention the many Kindle 2 users who already know a large
amount of what's in here and want new information on using the Kindle 3.I gave it a 4 star review
for easy-to-read, comprehensive topics, but can't go higher (and considered a 3 star review)
because of the lack of Kindle 3 related topics in this first edition (Kindle e-book version).”

The book by Georgeanne Brennan has a rating of 5 out of 3.3. 3 people have provided
feedback.
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